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Foreword

Why Benchmarks For Environmental Literacy

The Problem

Environmental issues will be a central concern in the 21st century. Most social and

economic issues will have a major environmental component. Environmental

issues require new ways of approaching and resolving problems both locally and

globally. It is becoming increasingly imperative that our citizenry have a well

developed environmental literacy. That is, our citizens must have a strong working

knowledge of how the natural systems of our planet work and how human activity

affects and may be harmonized with the environment. They need the skills to

investigate and evaluate problems, and to take effective action. They need to

develop habits of mind that will enable them to become wise, empowered citizens

who will act to keep the planet healthy and functioning in order to meet the needs

of all its denizens.

The Challenge

Developing environmental literacy is a major task for us as a society. Many parts of

our society—^including home, family, school, community, church, workplace,

interest groups, and the media—can play a major role. Achieving the necessary

environmental literacy is a major task for our schools.

This document focuses on the roles that elementary, middle, and secondary schools

can play in developing environmental literacy and will be followed by a second

document that focuses on the role of higher education in assuring adequate levels of

environmental literacy for college and university graduates.

Environmental education is the tool for developing environmental literacy. As a

society we need to know how well our environmental education efforts are doing in

developing increasingly sophisticated levels of environmental literacy.

Benchmarks are points of reference from which measurements may be made;

standards by which progress toward a larger goal may be assessed. In this case,

benchmarks are standards established for knowledge, skills and attitudes that

indicate progress toward a mature environmental literacy.



A Response To The Challenge

We are encouraged by recent developments in school reform in Massachusetts .

Statements in the Massachusetts Common Core of Learning (1994) suggest a

potentially important role for environmental education and a recognition of the

interdisdplinaiy nature of this learning. We are also encouraged by the efforts at

reform xinder the PALMS project to emphasize instruction based on the knowledge

that learners construct their own understanding through hands-on experiences that

encourage the development of critical thinking skills and use authentic tasks of

inquiry, reasoning, and problem-solving that reflect real world issues.

We do have concern, however, that in basing the curriculum frameworks process

on traditional disciplines, the critical message of the need for interdisciplinary

approaches to environmental issues will not be well conveyed to teachers. Our

intent in this document is to contribute an interdisciplinary curriculum perspective

that focuses on the development of environmentally literate citizens in

Massachusetts schools.

We hope that this document will spark a productive conversation about how we

will prepare today's young people to deal effectively with the critical environmental

issues of the coming century. Comments on the document are welcome and

encouraged. It remains a work in progress.

Trudy Coxe,

Secretary of Environmental Affairs



Introduction

Historical Background

In 1992, SAGEE (Secretaries Advisory Group on Environmental Education)

established a subcommittee on environmental literacy. Its first report to the

Secretary of Environmental Affairs was a document broadly outlining the

scope of environmental literacy and the need to foster such literacy in

Massachusetts. It strongly recommended that development of environmental

literacy should be made one of the major goals of education within the

Commonwealth.

In 1993, the subcommittee on environmental literacy developed its

environmental literacy benchmarks project. This document is the result of

deliberations of the project over the following three years. The focus of this

initial effort is the K-12 years of schooling and youth groups. In 1996, the next

phase of the project wiU be working on environmental literacy benchmarks

for the post-secondary years.

The Challenge

The environmental literacy benchmarks subcommittee began by examining

the Benchmarks in Science developed by Project 2061. The committee felt that

the items presented in that document were not truly benchmarks but rather

an elaborate system of content statements. Our definition of a benchmark

focuses on tasks a learners can accomplish based on their comprehension of a

body of knowledge, the ability to perform related skills, and use of some basic

habits of mind. With that in mind the committee set about creating the set of

benchmarks presented in this document.

It was further felt that acquisition of environmental literacy is a

developmental process taking place over a lifetime; that is, there are degrees

of environmental literacy that build and grow from simpler to more complex

levels. Although development of environmental literacy is not strictly school

dependent (the information and skills are acquired through a variety of



education venues), for our purposes it seemed easiest to develop our

benchmarks around dusters of school grade levels. Those chosen are grades

K-4, grades 5-8, and grades 9-12.

Such a grade duster based approach implies a well coordinated curriculum

structure K-12. We are quite aware that such does not exist however much

one might desire it. As stated, environmental literacy is developmental.

Generally, one acquires the simple things before moving to the more

complex. In guiding a learner's development it is important to assess where

the learner is at the moment and guide the learning forward from that point.

One cannot assume that because learners have been exposed to a particular

grade level that they have acqxiired the environmental literacy benchmarks of

that level. A teacher/youth leader may need to modify program to help the

learners achieve benchmarks that perhaps should have been acquired earlier.

The Resxilt

Benchmarks are essentially learning goals and objectives. They do not

constitute a curriculum. Many different instructional approaches and venues

may be employed to help learners achieve any particular benchmark.

Benchmarks are tools to be used in designing formal and nonformal curricula

and programs. They are also guidelines for use in developing assessment

tools for programs or for marking individual progress.

The Hope

It is the SAGEE Environmental Literacy Subcommittee's hope that these

Benchmarks will receive broad acceptance and wiQ be an aid to curriculum

coordinators, dassroom teachers, and non-formal program developers in

creating and implementing curricula and programs for our young people that

will assure their development as active and effective environmentally

literate dtizens of this planet.

Environinental Education and Literacy



Environmental education is a process aimed at developing a citizenry that is

aware of and concerned about the total environment and its associated

problems, and which has the knowledge, attitudes, motivations,

commitments and skills to work individually and collectively toward the

solution of current problems, as well as the prevention of new ones. The goal

of environmental education is to develop an environmentally literate

citizenryf thus environmental education focuses on empowering individuals

to deal effectively with positive and negative relationships between people

and their environments. Environmental education is designed to foster and

nurture growth of ENVIRONMENTAL LITERACY throughout the human

life span.

All of our material needs, and many of our emotional and spiritual ones, are

met from our bio-physical and sodal environments. The quality of the

environments affects the quality of our lives. Our actions as producers,

constimers, voters, recreators, and procreators have a cumulative impact on

the quality of the environments that sustain us. Our future, and the future of

generations yet unborn, depends on choices we each make on a day to day

basis. It is essential that our educational system develop and nurture

environmentally literate citizens. Environmental education differs from

environmental advocacy in empowering people with the knowledge, skills,

and attitudes needed to make informed choices rather than advocating

specific choices. Environmental education is a life long process. As people

develop, grow and learn, they gain increasingly sophisticated insights into the

functioning systems of our planet and the ways in which humans interact

with tiiem.

Environmentally literate people know and understand:

• the physical processes that shape the patterns of the Earth's surface;

• the characteristics and spatial distribution of ecosystems on Earth's surface;

• the characteristics, distribution, and migration of human populations on

Earth's surface;

• the patterns and networks of economic interdependence on Earth's sxirface

• the processes, patterns, and functions of human settlement;

• how human actions modify the physical environment;



• how physical systems affect human systems

• the changes that occur in the perception, use, distribution, and importance

of resources;

Environmentally literate -people also share a variety of skills.

These include:

• accessing objective, reliable information relevant to specific issues;

• communicating information to others effectively;

• making thoughtful choices from among a range of alternatives;

• working effectively with others to bring about needed changes;

• and a range of basic process and decision making skills such as:

Process skills

• observing • classifjdng

• inferring • predicting

• measuring • compare & contrast

• critical thinking • creative thinking

• communicating • interpreting data

• estimating • categorizing

• analyzing • synthesizing

• drawing conclusions • cooperative skills

Decision-making skills

• formulating operational definitions

• generating relevant questions

• gathering verifiable information

• suggesting potential alternative solutions

• projecting consequences of each alternative

• choosing among alternatives

• acting on choice

• cooperative problem solving

Environmentally literate people also tend to share certain habits of mind, in

that they:

• look for the various systems that are involved in issues that concern them;

• seek the historical development and background of issues as well as their

current status;

• are open to new ideas;
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• remain healthily skeptical of quick fix solutions;

• anticipate the potential consequences of a variety of action alternatives

before

selecting one;

• look for connections and interconnections among issues;

• investigate the historical development of an environmental issue; and

• seek and treat root causes rather than superficial symptoms of dysfunctional

systems

Sound environmental education leads to action, the things we do as

consumers, producers, recreators, procreators, and voters. That is,

environmentally literate individuals make choices and take day to day

actions that will conserve and enhance the abUity of the environment to

sustain functioning ecosystems and meet human needs now and for

generations yet to come. Actions may be as simple as seeing that trash is put

in proper containers or more complex activities such as working to promote

proper use of rain forest resources or facilitating recycling activity.

There is a rough pattern of how people progress in their development of

environmental literacy that can be divided into three levels —^nominal,

functional, and operational. Nominal implies basic cognitive awareness and

understanding; functional implies narrowly focused issue application;

operational implies broad application in daily life. By the completion of 12

years of schooling, the average graduate should have attained at least a

functional level of environmental literacy.



Anatomy of an Environmental Literacy Benchmark

The Benchmark Proper

• Presents a task learners should be able to do (preferably by the end of the

designated grade level grouping).
* The task implies acquisition of significant knowledge.
* The task assumes certain skill developments have taken place.

* The task assimies development of specific habits of mind.
* The task contributes to basic positive environmental attitudes.

and development of environmental ethics.

• Tasks are often presented in a generic framework that can be applied to a

variety of specific issues or problems. Examples of specific issues are set off in

itahcs and parentheses within the benchmark. Learners are not expected to be

able to deal with all the examples, but shoxild be able to do a respectable job on
one of the examples or a similar related one.

• Each benchmark is assigned a letter and number for ease of reference—^K-4

benchmarks use the letter E, 5-8 benchmarks use the letter M, and 9-12

benchmarks use the letter S.

The Content/Context Statement

• The first sentence of each content/context statement is set bold. The content

statement provides a backgroimd context setter for the teacher/youth leader.

It sets forth the basic concepts needed for understanding the nature of the

benchmark task. It sets the basic parameters of understanding but it is not

expected that the learners wiU all be able to deal with the benchmark at this

level of sophistication. The content statement also serves as a guide around
which teacher/youth leaders can develop rubrics for assessing degree of

learner achievment of the benchmark taskJ .

Process Categories

• Achieving a benchmark task requires the learner to use a variety of process

and decision-making skiUs as well as certain habits of mind. Those skills and
habits of mind implicit for each benchmark are Hsted under one of three

process categories following the content statement. The categories are:
* Process Skills

* Decision-making Skills

* Habits of Mind
• A glossary of all the process and decision-making skills can be found at the end of the book.
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Environmental Ethics

• Each benchmark makes a contribution to the development of aspects of an
environmental ethic. The benchmark may expand development of:

* Environmental awareness
* Environmental xinderstanding
* Stewardship
* Green consumerism
* Voluntary simplicity

Disciplinary focus

• The disciplinary focus of each benchmark is located in the right margin at

the end of each benchmark discussion. It appears in smaller type than the rest

of the discussion because it is of lesser importance except for some types of

curricular planning. Environmental Literacy Benchmarks are, by tikeir

nature, essentially interdisciplinary. They normally draw upon information

and understanding from more than one academic discipline. The
disciplinary focus box simply indicates those disciplines which would
contribute the larger share of information to the learners capacity to meet the

benchmark task.

Benchmark Order

Elementary and middle schools are generally more comfortable with

interdisciplinary study than high schools. Therefore the sequence of

benchmarks, although clustered in some broad areas of study, are presented as

an interdisciplinary mix and discipline areas are not indicated. However,
since interdisciplinary approaches still seem a way off at the high school

lever, the 9-12 benchmarks are grouped under separate disciplinary heading.

This does not make them any less interdisciplinary in nature; it merely

recognizes the realities of current secondary school structure.
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Environmental Literacy Benchmarks Overview & Index

K-4 Benchmarks
El: Learners can explain how humans are an integral part of the natural

world influenced by and influencing natural processes. p^4

E2: Learners can give examples of diveraty in nature and suggest the value

and identify the benefits of such diver^ty. g jp2A:

E3: Learners can explain, in a functional way, what systems are and
demonstrate awareness that the living earth is a collection of interconnected

ecological systems. p.25

E4: Learners can identify and explain the imp<Htant elements of a habitaL

They can give examples of several different kinds of habitatand describe local

human habitats. p2£>

E5: Learners can identify a variety of aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems and
can tell what the living and non-living components of each ecosystem are.

2^
E6: learners can explain how their activities affect their CTiviromnent They
wni be able to descifl>e how and where their waste products are disposed of

and \^o, or what, organisms and syst«nsjnay be aJEfected by those wastes.p27

E7: Learners can explain the ultimate source of all energy of our planet and
identify the star that is the parent of planet Earth. p2&

E8: Learners can identify different sources of energy and can cite examples of

how energy Iravels through a ample food ciiain and how «:iergymov^
feom the sun to sj^stems that himians conader toi>e '^^^ igas.ml.

E9: Learners can identify different examples of energy transformation (food to

warmth, food to bodily activity, water to steam, photosynthesis, sunlight to

hot sand, water to ice) pJZ9

ElO: .Learners can identify a variety of long term and short term changes in

the environment (weather vs climate, night and day vs seasons, caterpillar

skin shedding vs metamorphosis to a butterfly), They can identify changes
caused by human activities and changes tiiat are ind^>end«\t of human
activities (ur&fln development vs daily tides, moon phases vs
telecommunications). p30
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Ell: Learners can observe plants and animals first hand (or choose examples

from a list of common species) and identify features of their physical being

,

or their behavior, that help them to survive. Learners can "design" species

for hypothetical environments using their knowledge of tjrpical adaptations

of existing spedes and environments. p.31

E12: Learners can develop a list of living tilings that are amilar to their

parents in appearance and those that are different from thdr parents in

appearance. :"-' p31

E13: Provided with several objects or organisms, the learner will be able to

develop a simple dichotomous or visual identification key. p.32

E14: Learners can give many examples of kinds of dianges that occur over

short periods of time, {leaves fall and decay, metals rust, dirt gets moved from
place to place by erosion, people fight, insects eat plant leaues, snow falls and
melts, birds migrate, kids lose and grow teeth, efc) Learners can demcmstrate

xmderstanding that the Earth and living tilings are constantiy changing and
give an indication of how long it takes for those changes to occur. p.33

E15: Learners can give examples of the many different ways human
communities interact with, and are dependent upon, the environment. They
can explain the benefits and costs that people and the environment get from
each of the interactions they list. p.34

E16: Learners can describe ways that human activities afiect the environment
we dejjend xjpon to meet our basic needs and desires. They can tell whetiier

eadi described activity has a positive ca: negative affect on the environment.

.

.-
.

':";-:'.
.

, .;:;
- -.-.

.

. . ; ... ,- ; \..'. _;. .;p.35

E17: The learner is able to select an appropriate map style and scale and will be

able to create a personal (mental) map of an area on or near the school

grounds which can be interpreted and understood by another learner. The
learner also can interpret and understand the maps of other learners, p.35

E18: Learners can state what the roles of the key players in their social

Qivironment are (parents or guardians, police, firemen, teadiers, farmers,

salespeople) mid what these people do to meet the learners needs and desires.

They can also state how their lives might be affected if any of these roles is

missing from tiie social environment p.36

E19: Learners can portray/ explain the basic interactions between humans and

their environment in their own culture and a culture different from their

own. They can express themselves through a play, poem, song or folktale.p.37



E20: Learners can create drawings and diarts or create stories that illustrate

how people and other animals/plants and other life forms, Hve in interacting

and interdependent commtinities» p37
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E21: Learners can generate a list of non-traditional uses for a given object or

material. p.38

E22: Learners can develop a list distinguishing baac needs from wants, p.39

E23: Learners can identify basic natural resources that are needed to sustain

human life in our society. p.39

E24: Learners can^ve examples of renewable aii4^oo^i^newable resources

and ^cplain the difference between the two categories of resources. p.4Q

E25: The learner will identify a school commimity challenge (e.g. reofcling

opportunity, careless use of water, animal or -plant overpopulation, soil

compaction, need for physical recreation opportunities) and propose a

solution for that problem. p.41

E26: The learner will develop a procedure few* investigating a common
natural phaicanenon. p42

E27: Learners can name their favorite plants, animals, and places and teU why
these things are their favorites and why people should try to protect these

things for others to enjoy as well. p.43

5-8 Benchmarks

Ml: Learners can choose plants and animals from a list of common species

and explain how they are adapted to the environments in which they live.

p.47

M2: Learners can demonstrate imowledge of the basic concept of an
ecosystem, its biological and phyacal components. P'47

M3: Learners can identify and describe several of the interacting systems that

make up their biophysical and sodal environments. p.48

M4: Learners can select an ecosystem from a listing of ecosystems and describe

the major component parts of the system and describe the roles each part

plays in the system. (TTze list should indude at least the following ecosystems:



salt marshiestuary; dectduotis forest; inland or coastal watershed; urban

ecosystem). .

'

• v .: ;.'
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;
.:/-,::[ . -^^:^r'v'

:'•:/ ^'-/.'--.-.-//^k^ --rfff' . -'.-p^-
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M5: Learners can describe cyclic changes in the natural world (seasonal

changes, life cycles, phases of the moon, water cycle, carbon/oxygen cycle) and
compare common diaracteristics of identified cydes. p.49

M6: Learners can distinguish betweoi r^iewable and iion-renewable

resource and explain the diference^ /^ : p50

M7: Learners can dte numerous examples of how materials in the

environment are used over and over again over time, both in natural and
human-generated systems (i.e. from dead leaves to soil; recycled material to

new products, carbon through photosynthesis and respiration in plants and
animals, water through the water cycle). p.50

MBi Learners can differentiate and explain the difference; feetweeri a waste and
a resource and give concr^e examines of each. : ; p31

M9: Learners can state examples of materials in the environment that are

perceived as natural resources to meet human needs and desires. They can

give examples of items that are perceived as resources in our culture but not

in some others. p.52

M16: Learners can describe an enviroranental change:^i.€^ soil erosion^ air

quality degradation, species extinction) and give a consequence of tiiat

diangev " ' ' "';:-;.- :/''":"-''''' ^^
Mil: Learners can describe the possible affects on the survival of individual

organisms and entire spedes brought on by changes in environmental

conditions. p.54

M12: LeamCTs can explain the effect of birtiis, deaSis, and emigrafions on
human populations and can dte examples of both positive and negative ^^^^^^

consequences erf changes in regional populations. p34

M13: Given common examples of change (food to bodily activity, water to

steam, photosynthesis) learners can explain the ways in whidi the form and
transformation of energy drives the changes. p.55

M14: Provided with sev^al objects or organisms and tihe^Jpropriate key(s),

the learner will identi^ the organisms or ot^ects^ p.56
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M15: Learners can dte examples of how to manage a system by changing its

variables. p.57

M16: The learner will choose and use appropriate techncdogies

(thermometers, soU augers, computers, |?/ioto^fl|7^y> to gather and record

cdjservations regarding a compile system (e.g. ike atmosphere or an
ecosysfem) and use the observations to make predictions about the effects of

changes made in various com^ponents of that system. p.57

M17: Learners can give examples of how the organization of systems (-physical

systems, biological systems, social systems) becomes more and more
disorganized if energy is not regularly invested to maintain the basic

functional organization. p.58

M18: Learners can identify patterns of change in the natural and technological

woiid as trends (i^ more development leads to reduced jbrest }uAitat)rC:^des

(dumges of state in water gives as the water cyde), or diaos (uncontrolled

urban migrattoh), p.59

M19: Presented with data on the consumption pattern of a resource in the

local community, the learner will propose (e.g. written proposal, persuasive

materials, videos) a strategy to manage the resource more effidentiy and
economically. p.60

M20:LeamCTS:can explain wajrs in whidi hiimans impact the environment
and dte multtple «xampi^ of tedmoiogies (Le.chemical manufacture, heavy
construction equipment, mechanical transportation, etc.) that extend human
abihties to alter^leenviromnent P-61

M21: Learners can compare the rate of resource consumption per capita

between the United States and at least one, third-world nation and give

examples of the potential consequences of each country's rate of resource

consumption to the global environment over the next few generations.

p.62

M22: GivCTi examples of coimnon choices people canmake regarding theuse
of everyday technologies (c/iooszn^ rwtural vs synthetic fibers fi>r clothes,

bicycles vs cars, computers z^ pencil and paper), learners can project likely

consequences of the alternative actions. p.63

M23: The learner will identify a community environmental problem (e.g.

recycling, loss of water quality, animal and plant overpopulation and
competition, extinction of species, unregulated urban growth, soil depletion

or erosion, transportation issues, loss of physical recreation opportunities)
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and propose a solution for that problem using information collected to

support his or her proposal. p.64

M24: Given a product (a snack food, dothinginaterial, cleaning product, etc.)

learners can locate sources of information through which they can evaluate

and determine the general impact of tiiat product on thar healA andi&e
health of the environment. > t p.65

M25: Given a local environmental issue of their choosing, learners can create

a listing of the expected economic, sodal, and ecological costs and benefits of

alternative proposals for resolving the issue. p.66

M26: Given the observations of several witnesses to an enyiromnoital event
or issue, alcmg with related evidence, tiie learner can distinguish the various

perspectives presented and fli«r influence on general explanations of the

event or environmental issue. p.67

M27: Given a learner-identified issue of local community importance (e.g. air

pollution, pesticides, chemical exposure, radon, abandoned hazardous waste

sites, high-voltage transmission lines, landfills, lawn management), the

learner will collect information and observations and take action on a

decision made regarding the issue. . p.67

M28: The learner w31 construct, test, and trouble-shoot a set of procedures for

younger learners totise for investigating a common natural phenomencMi.

M29: Learners can examine their local, regional, or global surroundings and
indicate examples of inequities of access to resources, sitings of pollution

cleanup facilities, distribution of resources, or other environmental

inequities. They can also suggest ways in which these situations could be

made more equitable for all. p.69

M36: Learners can give concrete local and global examples to explain the

concept that "Environmental quality is the net sxnn of Sie CCTisequences of

individual and group actions."" p.7Q

Benchmarks 9-12

SI: The learner will identify and explain the major layers of Earth's overall

ecosystem (atmosphere, lithosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere) and how each

plays a role in the maintenance and survival of living things. p.75
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S2: Learners can descaibe tihe key features of the major kinds of terrestrial

biomes df the planet (taf^fl, boreal forest, temperate deciduous forest^ ram
forest, grasslands, and desert) and can roug^ily plot the locaticwis of these

biomes cm a world map. p75

S3: Learners wiU distinguish and explain the differences among various

kinds of soils ( type, origin, structural features) and explain the capacity of

different soils for human use and survival of all living things. p.76

S4: Learners can identify and ejq^ain tiie ingxxrfeance of the m^or aquatic

biom.es of Earth (iie^ ocean, coastal ocean, estuarme^ rioerine systems, lakes,

:pon4s, smamps and hogs^^dS!^ - ^J7

S5: Given any of a range of habitats ( laum, garden, forest, field, stream, etc.)

students will be able to sketch out the major biogeochemical cycles ( carbon,

water, nitrogen, phosphorus, etc.) that affect tiiat habitat and explain their

role in the health and survival of living organisms in that habitat. p.77

S6: Learners can eagAain titroug^ concrete examj^esliow the processes x)f

photo^jrnlhesis and re^>a?ation work in concert to^^^ continuaticHi; of

life-'-on-e^rth.;::; ^ v^---^> '
^: :' ''[ '""'..

'

pJS

S7: Learners can explain the causes and consequences of exponential growth

on a variety of living things (yeast, fruit flies, bacteria,humans). p.79

S8: U^aag examplesfarm tiaetrioc^ xxjmnmnitie^ learners can d^nons^
tfarotigh drawir^ and/pr photG^;raphs how cominxmities arid ecos5n5tems

diange through succesacm, Th<^ can identify v^ious stages of successi<ai, :

idai^fy anumber of ecoiogitai m<iies^^^^i^^

and webs fra-eadi stage, and describe tiieways nt^^ cyding is involved in

liie transitions j6rcMn oite sucGessic«jal stage to anoSier. Learners cmi predict

fee likely.succesaonalpattCTnMtfee xurresit sacxssac«ial stage is destroyed.

S9: Learners can explain how both continental and local air flow patterns can

influence ciistribution of airborne pollutants. They can predirt where local air

pollutants are likely to spread due to major weather patterns, whether the

source of the pollution is hundreds of miles away or local. They can recognize

the conditions that will lead to temperature inversions that put many people

at high risk of respiratory illness , cancers, and other bociily stresses. Learners

also can site some of the consequences of air pollution for organisms and
structures. p.81
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SlO: Given one or more types of ecosystem, leama^ can construct a flow chart

of energy through the system using their imderstanding of food chains, wd>s,
and pyramids of numbers and bicHnass, pS2

Sll: Learners can trace the energy flow within an ecosystem and demonstrate
knowledge of the roles of producers, consumers, and decomposers in

ecosystems. p.83

S12: Learners can describe the major ecosystems that exist in the watashed
(dTomage basin) in which their conmixmity is located. They can state the

major stress factors that are most likely impacting those ecosystems, explain

how people have amplified many of the ecosystems leaving th^n more
susc^tible to stress^nd disease, andhow people have acted to ^ihanoeflie
stability and adaptability of some of those ecosysteqas. H H ^ p^

S13: Learners can explain how natural recycling occurs with the decay of logs,

leaves, and other organic material in a forest and can describe how recycling

of "waste" materials of our constuner society is as essential to sustainability of

our society as recycling of logs and leaves is to sustainability of a forest

ecosystem.
'

p.84

S14: Learners can seiect an environmental problem of local concern {i.e,

deforestation, inditstrial polhitumr urban overcrowding, water pollution, and
the like}and explain how the local problem is part of similar regional,

naticMial, and global issues. The learner can state some of the ways the
problem is being addressed at all these levds. p.85

S15: Learners can describe several alternative approaches to pest control

{genetic resistance, natural enemies, bio-pesticides, integrated pest

management, and the like) and can state precautions that need to be taken in

selecting, using, storing, and disposing of different classes of pesticides

(chlorinated hydrocarbons, organophosphates, carbamates, botanicals, contact

chemicals, systemic chemicals, soil sterilants, fungicides, and fumigants) .

P-86

S16: Given an environmental issue ctf thear choice, leamois can state:

• why management of human use of the resource is needed;
• what human goals, values, andneeds are at stake;

• who the m;anagement groups ch" individuals ^re lifcdy to be; and
• what kind of scientific knowledge and tecimicalslii^s are hkdy to be needed
to accomplish soimd ntanagem^it of the resource, p.88

S17: Given a local environmental problem (i.e. solid waste disposal, open

space preservation, loss of biodiversity, ground water pollution), learners can

identify the issues involved, the key players and their viewpoints, assemble
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factual information, generate alternative solutions, project consequences of

each solution, choose among the alternatives, and act on their choices, p.89

Sl8: Given a choice oi eavirdrnnentxil j^^
learners deterrninetiie Mstoncal dsv^opn^^
that have i>een gaierated ^around the problem. Th^ can further describe how
the historical devdopment of the probl«n sh^>ecl1^ and
can tt^ xjistinguish root causes iro^ p>90

S19: Using an understanding of ecological, sociological, economic and
political systems, learners can describe the complex relationships between and
among such systems. p.91

S29: Learners are able to locate the w:atershedMwMch their Jaome and school

are located^and draw its rougjtb^
ddt^siiine ih wtot ni^OT^

can alsoindict
that occur in tfa^dranagehaan^ p.^

S21: Given a set of lifestyle descriptions from different cultures, anderit and
modem, learners can determine from those descriptions which aspects of the

lifestyles are ecologically and economically sustainable and which contribute

significantiy to environmental degradation. p.93

S22:C3vat examples of past and present societies |e^., Cro^magrum^ Wung,

cif:;Telatic«ci^:^?s, enei^ iisage, and i^sghitc^ intact ;]tethimrans ^

deinonstrated towards the envixx^Rmeitt^^^I^

sod^y^ attitudes 315^ of #ie :feictiomng ofaiatc^
#teiii^:?act of^1^ society on thdr ^avg^ p.94

S23: Given a war of their choice (i.e. American civil war. World War II,

Korean or Vietnam wars, Mexican/American war, the French & Indian wars),

learners can explain the effects that war has had on the cultures and
environments of all parties to that war. p.95

S24: C3ven a local enviroranental issue, learners can desciS)e &e range of
political options available to resolve it, state the political costs and benefits of

eadi, and state the options tiaey support iHider the drcumstances, and why.
r. ..: :

•::.....--..:•• --....
.

• ...'•:.... :¥'-.- :•'
-:/;:.,:•.

. :pS5."-

S25: Given an environmental issue (such as toxic waste plant siting, lead

paint, asbestos removal, land use restrictions for endangered species) the

learner can identify related "equity " issues and suggest ways they may be
addressed in a fair manner. p.96
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S26: Learners will be able to ©cpiain bow birfii rate, death rate, fertOity rate,

and immigratiOTi influenGe tiie growfli of a population within a state or

nati<»i. Learners can predict how rate of growfii impacts economic systems,

eco^stems, pcditical systans, and social systems. Learners can read and
interpret graphs of ageand sex stractiareof a localjjopalatianand indicate

how^e data win impact future needs of the conanimity for schools,

cgneteries, and other needs that will impact the local environmgit pS8

S27: Learners can select a suggested solution to a local environmental issue of

their choice and prepare a risk/benefit analysis of that particular solution. The
learner can explain the risks and benefits of the solution to others and offer a

reasoned opinion of the potential usefulness of that particular solution.

: E:22_

S28: C3ven an envircoim^ital issue of 4heir dioosang^ learners can dte some
local, state, and.nati<Mial laws that address that issue fflKi describe the d^reeof
impact the laws have had in addressing the issue. Learners can also suggest

ways Ihey believe scnne of the laws ^K>uld be altered to be more
^nvironnientdly ^ective and/or socially eqiiitable.

' p.lOO

S29: Learners using a diversity of examples can demonstrate their

understanding of diff«-ent environmental ethics that are practiced within

societies currently or throughout history. p.lOl

S30: Learners can articulate and defend an environmental ethic and give

examples of how that elhiciiiq>actsd3oices tiieymake in 1h«r daily lives.

S31: Given a novel or short story, television or movie drama, the learner can

infer or recognize the environmental setting of the fiction and give an
opinion of how that environment affected the development of the story and
the lives of the chief characters. p.l03
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Benchmarks of Enviioiiinental Literacy

For Grades K-4

Introduction

The K-4 grouping focuses on environmental awareness and the development of

positive attitudes toward the world of nature and human society. Students focus on

basic concepts about the structure of the environment and its role in their lives.

Perspective

Environmental education in Grades K-4 should build on children's natural

curiosity and enthusiasm for nature. This is the time to develop awareness of the

natural world, respect for this planet's organisms and processes, and the beginnings

of xmderstanding of how the natural world works. For environmental education,

process is equally as important as content; content is embedded in the learning

process.

'"The challenge for educators is to capitalize on the interest that

students have in living things while moving them gradually

toward ideas that make sense out of nature. Familiarity with the

phenomerm should precede their explanation, and attention to

the concrete object should precede abstract theory. ...Thus,

children should experience a concept before being told its name.

Scientists came to understand the living environment first

through observationsr then classifications, then theories. It's a

useful model for students to follow in learning about the

environment.

"

Project 2061

Benchmarks for Science Literacy

Children learn about the natural world by experiencing it. It is important to get these

vibrant young learners out into nature, and also to bring some of it into the

classroom. Through these real life, hands-on experiences students will generally

come to love the environment, to understand it, to value it, and ultimately to take

responsibility for its welfare. Learning from and about the surrounding
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environment taps into every mode of learning: cognitive, affective, social, physical,

and expressive. Children who are encoxiraged to use all of these different modes for

learning become effective learners and doers.

Options

Ideally, environmental education is a way of looking at the world that helps kids

grow in every part of their brains, bodies, and spirits. Environmental education can

be integrated into all the curricular subjects, providing experiences in math,

language, sodal studies, and aU the arts.

By the end of the 4th Grade children should be "hooked on nature," have acquired

some basic tools for investigating the natural world, and have some fundamental

knowledge of how basic natural and social systems work. After 5 years of such a

program, chUdren wiU arrive in fifth grade

• firmly grounded in basic environmental knowledge, skills, and habits of

mind
• self-directed in their outdoor explorations

• respectful of all forms of life

• beginning to recognize the human impact on the natural world

• eager to learn more

• well-prepared for the more complex schooling ahead.

This should put them well on their way to Nominal Environmental Literacy.

The benchmark guides that foUow do not constitute a curriculum. They

represent concepts, skills, and insights about environmental relationships

that a youngster should possess by the time he or she leaves fourth grade.

They are components of environmental literacy appropriate to the

developmental level of most primary grade students.

There are various ways experiences, materials, and lessons may be organized

so that students develop these understandings over the years represented by

these grades. It is not in the purview of this document to recommend one

approach over another. That is the proper role of the local school district.

However, it should be understood that there are basically three levels of

development for each benchmark

—

^introduction of key concepts and skills.
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expansion of understanding and skill, and mastery of both concepts and skiUs.

Different aspects of this sequence may take place over the K-4 grade span. It is

important, however, that by the end of fourth grade students shoxild be able

to demonstrate their tinderstanding of and competency with these

understandings, ideas, and skills.

Benchmark Structure

Each benchmark is stated from an outcome-based position. The overall

benchmark statement includes a brief content statement and a set of items for

process skills, decision-making skills, habits of mind, and environmental

ethics. The items are ones with which a learner will need to be reasonably

proficient in order to meet the benchmark performance standards .

There is no hierarchy of benchmarks—^that is, no one is more or less

important than another; all are important for true environmental literacy

development. Nxmibers are assigned to each benchmark only for reference

ease. All should be addressed over the primary grade span. In many ways the

benchmarks serve as an assessment tool to determine the degree to which

environmental education has been successful. Students will vary

considerably in their level of mastery of a benchmark but overall the dass

should achieve and demonstrate advancement to a nominal level of

environmental literacy over the 5 year span.
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BENCHMARKS K-4

£1: Students can explain how humans are an integral part of the natural

world influenced by and influencing natural processes.

Content/ Context

Humans are an integral part of the natural world. They are affected by
factors in their environment and they, in turn, affect that environment.

Htiman interactions with the environment are as "natural" as the

interactions of any other living thing — plant or animal. Cities and other

human-built environments, are as natural as a wasp's nest or a coral reef

which are built environments engineered by other organisms. Any built

environment modifies the environment within which it is constructed. All

changes, big or small, have their consequences.

Process skills

• observing
• dassif57ing

• inferring

• compare & contrast

• commxmicating
• analyzing
• drawing conclusions

Habits of mind
• curiosity

• openness to new ideas

• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disciplinary focus

• science

• social science

E2: Learners can give examples of diversify in nature and suggest the value

and identify the benefits of such diversity,

Content/ Context

Living things come in many different forms, shapes, sizes, colors.

In some cases having a different form, shape or color, can be helpful to an

organism; in other cases it is simply an interesting variation. The stability of

an environment is often directly related to the amount of diversity because
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some species may be more vulnerable to certain environmental problems or

stresses than others.

Nature has many ways to do the same things. Each way is adapted to different

sets of conditions. Different organisms fill slightly different roles in the local

web of life. Sets of different organisms form communities of living things.

The more diverse the life forms the greater the number of ways of getting the

basic jobs done of circulating materials and energy. If there is only a limited

number of organisms in a commimity, each with its own role to play, the

likelihood increases that the whole commxinity will collapse if something

drastic happens to one of the players. Where tiiere is greater diversity, there

is a higher chance that one of the other players can take over the role of one

of the players that is crippled or eliminated.

Process skills

• observing
• classifying

• inferring

• predicting

• critical thinking

• drawing conclusions

Habits of mind
• looks for connections
• projects likely consequences of actions

Envirormiental ethics

• envirormiental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disdplinary focus

• science

£3: Learners can explain, in a functional way, what systems are and
demonstrate awareness that the living earth is a collection of interconnected

ecological systems.

Content/ Context

Organisms and the non-living world interact to exchange materials

and energy. A collection of plants, animals, and non-living envirormiental

materials that interact to exdiange materials and energy in a particular

location form basic systems. Systems tend to interact with other systems; that

is, a forest system may interact with a field system, or a pond system. A dty
system will interact with a suburban systems or with a river system. Each of

these is a small ecosystem. Earth is a huge ecosystem made up of thousands,

perhaps millions of smaller ecosystems.

Systems, including ecosystems, are made up of regularly interacting and
interdependent parts that form a unified whole and together tend to

accomplish specific functions.
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Process skills

• dassif57ing

• inferring

• critical thinking

• communicating
• synthesizing

Habits of mind
• openness to new ideas

• looks for connections

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disdplinary focus

• science

£4: Learners can identify and explain the important elements of a habitat

They can give examples of several different kinds of habitat and describe local

human habitats.

Content/ Context

Every living thing has to have a habitat which provides the things it

needs to survive. AU animals, including humans, have certain basic needs

(food, water, shelter, space). The specific things a plant or animal needs vary

from one species to another. If a habitat has only some of the needed
components, then the plant or animal will not be able to survive there for

long periods. For every need there is a range of tolerance within which the

organism can survive. There can be too much or too little of the item that

fulfills the need. Some needs are more critical to survival than others and the

availability of those materials will be most critical in determining the

suitability of a particular habitat for a given spedes.

Process skills

• dassif57ing

• inferring

• predicting

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• analyzing

• sjmtiiesizing

Habits of mind
• openness to new ideas

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
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• environmental understanding
Disdplinary focus

• science

E5: Leameis can identify a variety of aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems and
can tell what the living and non-living components of each ecosystem are.

Content/Context

Ecosystems consist of people and other animals, plants and other life

forms, and abiotic factors interacting and interdependent in a wide variety of

ways. Environments differ depending upon climate and geology which in

turn set the limits for the specific plant/ animal communities which may be

found there. Characteristics of different physical environments provide for,

or place constraints on, activities of different organisms. Living things are

found almost everywhere in the world with" each species having features and
behavioral strategies that help it thrive in its particular environment.

Animal species interact with each other in many different ways and matter

moves between the Uving and non-Uving entities, but overall remains
constant in amount.

Process skills

• observing
• dassif57ing

• categorizing

• analyzing

Dedsion-making skills

• formulating operational definitions

• generating relevant questions

Habits of mind
• reliance on data, facts & observations

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
Disciplinary focus

• science

E6: Learners can explain how their activities a^ect their environment They
will be able to describe how and where their waste products are disposed of

and who, or what, organisms and systems may be affected by those wastes.

Content/ Context

Human activities affect the environment Some activities may destroy

or alter habitat for certain plants or animals. Growing populations, increasing

per capita consumption and/ or poor management are depleting the Earth's

natural resources. Air, water and soil can be damaged by human activities.

Every action produces some effects: some are beneficial, some are harmful;
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some are predictable, some are not. Himians can reduce their impact on the

environment: avoidance of pollution is better than treatment of pollution.

There is no AWAY into which to throw our wastes. Some will decompose
into components that can be reused by organisms. Other waste products do
not break down or break down into materials that are hannful to the

environment.

Process skills

• observing
• inferring

• predicting

• critical thinking

• interpreting data

• analyzing

• drawing conclusions

Habits of mind
• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections
• projects likely consequences of actions

Environmental ethics

• stewardship
• voluntary simplicity

• "green" consumerism
Disciplinary focus

• science

• geography

£7: Learners can explain the ultiinate source of all energy of our planet and
identify the star that is the parent of planet Earth.

Content/Context

Earth and the other planets all have their basic materials from their

star parent, the sun. The sun also is constantiy giving off energy some of

which reaches the planets and gives them a dose of energy that will affect

their temperatures among other things. On Earth, plaints have developed

ways to capture the sun's energy for their own use. Plant energy is passed on
to animal life through food chains and webs. Solar energy also warms air and
water and temperature differences create wind and water currents that shape

our weather and climate.

Process skills

• classif5mig

• inferring

• categorizing

Habits of mind
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• curiosity

• openness to new ideas

• looks for connections

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
Disciplinary focus

• science

E8: Learners can identify different sources of energy and can dte examples of

how energy travels through a simple food chain and how energy moves
from the sun to systems that humans consider to be ''utilities" (gas, oil,

electricity).

Content/ Context

The sun is tiie direct or indirect source of all our energy. Energy from
the sun warms the land, air and water. Some of the energy is received as

heat- Some of the heat affects air temperature making air currents flow across

the Earth. In some cases extreme temperature variations can cause storms.

Over millions of years some of the solar energy has been stored in fossil fuels

such as coal, peat, petroleum and natural gas. Energy from the sun triggers

photos)nithesis allowing plants to produce sugars which are used for growth
and are utilized by other species that consume the plant or subsequently

consume the consumers. Living things can be classified as producers,

consumers, and decomposers.

Process skills

• dassif5^g
• critical thinking

• categorizing

• analyzing
• drawing conclusions

Habits of mind
• curiosity

• looks for connections

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
Disciplinary focus

• science

E9: Learners can identify different examples of energy transformation (food to

warmth, food to bodily activity, water to steam, photosynthesis, sunlight to

hot sand, water to ice).

Content/ Context

Energy is what drives change. Most of what goes on in the imiverse

—

from exploding stars and biological growth to the operation of machines and
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the motion of people—^involves some form of energy being transformed into

another. Energy appears in different forms—^heat, diemical, mechanical,

electrical, nuclear. Energy can change from one form to another in living

things. Animals get energy from oxidizing their food, releasing some of its

energy as heat Almost all food energy comes originally from sunlight Heat
energy carried by the ocean and atmospheric currents has a strong influence

on climate aroimd the world.

Process skills

• observing
• inferring

• predicting

• critical thinking

• creative thinking;

• communicating
• analy2dng
• synthesizing

• drawing conclusions

Habits of mind
• curiosity

• openness to new ideas

• looks for connections
• projects likely consequences of actions

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• "green" consumerism

Disdplinary focus

• science

ElO: Learners can identify a variety of long term and short teim changes in

the environment (weather vs climate, night and day vs seasons, caterpillar

skin shedding vs metamorphosis to a butterfly). They can identify changes

caused by hmnan activities and changes that are independent of human
activities (urban development vs daily tides, moon phases vs

telecommunications).

Content/ Context

Change is constant Change may be steady or erratic; repetitive or

irregular. Many changes form repeating patterns or cydes. Some changes are

rapid (earthquakes, storms) others are slow (movement of glaciers, formation

of mountains, evolution of new spedes). life involves recognizing and
responding to and adapting to the many changes that occur in the

environment. Basically, matter cannot be created or destroyed but it can be

transformed in many ways.

Process skills
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• observing
• predicting

• critical thinking

• communicating
• interpreting data

• categorizing

Habits of mind
• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disciplinary focus

• science

• social science

Ell: Learners can choose plants and animals from a list of conunon species

(or choose examples from a list of common species) and identify features of

their physical being , or their behavior, that help them to survive. Learners

can ''design" species for hypothetical environments using their knowledge of

typical adaptations of existing species and environments.

Content/Context

Plants and animals are adapted to the environments in which they

live. Living things are found almost everywhere in the world with each

spedes having features and behavioral strategies that help it to thrive in its

particular environment. Animals and plants have a great variety of body
designs and internal structures that contribute to their being able to make or

find food and reproduce. Individual organisms with certain traits are more
likely than others to survive and have offspring. Changes in environmental
conditions can affect the survival of individual organisms and entire spedes.

Like other animals, himian beings have body systems for obtaining and
providing energy, defense, reproduction, and the coordination of body
functions.

Process skills

• observing
• dassifying

• inferring

• predicting

• creative thinking

• communicating
• S5mthesizing
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Habits of mind
• curiosity

• looks for connections
• projects likely consequences of actions

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disciplinary focus

• science

£12: Learners can develop a list of living things that are similar to their

parents in appearance and those that are different from their parents in

appearance,

Content/Context

The lives of living things have a beginnings a middle and an end. Most
living things have a point of beginning (birth), a mid-section of life

(reproductive capabiUty) and a cessation of life (death). Dead things decay.

Decay, in turn, supports a renewal of life. All living organisms have the

potential to reproduce. Physical and some behavioral likenesses between
parent and offspring (color, shape, migration behaviors) are inherited; other

likenesses (such as carpentry skills, fondness for certain types of music) are

learned. Juvenile forms may be similar to the adult form or very different. In

both cases the adult form will resemble its parent. Decomposers recycle the

components of things that have died into raw materials for the growth of

new organisms.

Process skills

• observing
• classifying

• predicting

• compare & contrast

• creative thinking

• communicating
Habits of mind

• curiosity

• looks for cormections

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disciplinary focus

• science

E13: Provided with several objects or organisms, the learner will be able to

develop a simple dichotomons or visual identification key.
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Content/ Context

Humans create frameworks and classifications to help them to

organize large quantities of information. A key is a simple tool for organizing

information which helps people look at similarities and differences between

objects and use these features to classify them.

Process skills

• observing

• classifying

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• categorizing

Habits of mind
• reUance on data, facts & observations

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
Disciplinary focus

• science

£14: Learners can give many examples of kinds of changes that occur over

short periods of time. CZeflz?es /fl/2 and decay, metals rust, dirt gets moved from
-place to -place by erosion, people fight, insects eat plant leaves, snow falls and

melts, birds migrate, kids lose and grow teeth, etc.) Learners can demonstrate

understanding that the Earth and living things are constantly changing and
give an indication of how long it takes for those changes to occur.

Content/ Context

Change seems to be the most constant thing in the universe. Changes
go on around us all the time. Some change is rapid and people are generally

aware of these changes. Other change takes place slowly over much longer

periods of time and people are often not aware of such changes. Each change
has a consequence and people and other living things have to be able to adapt
effectively to changes if they are to survive. The consequences of any
particular change may be a benefit to something or a real cost. What is a cost

to one thing may be a benefit to another.

Process sldlls

• observing
• inferring

• predicting

• measuring
• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• analyzing

• S5mthesizing
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• drawing conclusions

Habits of mind
• openness to new ideas

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disciplinary focus

• science

£15: Learners can give examples of the many different ways human
commmuties interact with, and are dependent upon, the environment They
can explain the benefits and costs that people and the environment get from
each of the interactions they list

Content/Context

People get materials for food, shelter, water, and social interaction from
their environment Himian activities often create pollutants, habitat

destruction, and resource depletion that may damage the environment.

Alternative human activities may reduce pollution, restore habitat, and
reduce the rate of resource depletion. Humans generally have choices in their

activities and can choose to live in ways that sustain a healthy environment
or ways that deplete the environment for this and future generations.

Process skills

• observing
• inferring

• critical thinking

• creative thinking

• conununicating
• estimating

• analyzing

Habits of mind
• openness to new ideas

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental xinderstanding

Disciplinary focus

• science

• social science
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E16: Learners can describe ways that human activities affect the enTironment

we depend upon to meet our basic needs and desires. They can tell whether

each described activity has a positive or negative affect on the environment

Content/ Context

Every human activity has environmental consequences. Some of those

consequences are beneficial to the environment; some have little significant

impact; while others have distinctly negative impact on the environment

and its ability to support and sustain living things including people. The

quality of the environment at any given time is the net sum of the

consequences of human activities and the consequences of other major

environmental forces such as storms and earthquakes.

Process skills

• observing

• inferring

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking
• analyzing

• S5mtliesizing

• drawing conclusions

Habits of mind
• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

Environmental ethics •

• environmental awareness
Disciplinary focus

• science

• social science

E17: The learner is able to select an appropriate map style and scale and will be
able to create a personal (mental) map of an area on or near the school

grounds which can be interpreted and understood by another learner. The
learner also can interpret and understand the maps of other learners.

Content/ Context

Maps are stylized pictures and are tools which help people to represent

graphically places that are too big, too small, or too complex to explain solely

in words. There are many different styles and scales of maps, each designed to

serve a particular purpose. Many different kinds of information can be
conmiimicated on a map in a non-linear fashion.

Process skills

• observing
• inferring

• measuring
• compare & contrast
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• creative thinking

• communicating
• estimating

• categorizing

• synthesizing

• cooperative skills

Habits of mind
• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
Disdplinary focus

• science and mathematics
• geography

E18: Learners can state what the roles of the key players in their social

environment are {parents or guardians, police, firemen, teachers, farmers,

salespeople) and what these people do to meet the learners needs and desires.

They can also state how their lives might be affected if any of these roles is

missing from the social environment

Content/Context

Other people are key parts of anyone's environment The relationships

one has with other people affect how a person feels about him or herself and
his or her place in society and the oivironment in general. Different people

play different roles in the complex web of human social environments.

Some people provide necessary products to meet human needs and desires;

others provide basic services sudi as teaching or protection. Some people

provide only one major role in the society; others have multiple roles.

People usually interact with the biophysical environment through their roles

in the sodal environment.

Process skills

• observing

• dassifjing

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• creative thinking
• commimicating
• categorizing

• analyzing
• coop>erative skills

Habits of mind
• curiosity

• looks for connections

Environmental ethics
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• environmental awareness
• stewardship

Disciplinary focus

• sodal science

E19: Learners can portray/explain the basic interactions between humans and
their environment in their own culture and a culture different from their

own. They can express themselves through a play^ poem, song or ^^folktale."^

Content/ Context

Human communities interact with and depend on tiie environment
in many different ways. Humans have needs (basic food, clothes, shelter and
sodal needs) and wants (a camera or television set). Many people in the

world do not have enough money or basic resources to meet all of their needs

and wants. Human needs are met through the use of natural resources (food,

water, other materials) The way in which needs are met may be exploitive or

sustainable. Resources are limited. The amount available is the total amoxmt
divided by the number of individuals to be served. Culture affects how needs

are met, use of resources, ownership of resources, and sharing. The division

of resources in the world is not equal. The more people there are, the fewer

resources are available per person. People and nations are interdependent,

sharing resources, technology and space.

Process skiQs

• observing

• inferring

• compare & contrast

• creative thinking

• communicating
• interpreting data
• analyzing

Habits of mind
• openness to new ideas

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• stewardship

Disciplinary focus

• interdisdplinary

H20: Learners can create drawings and charts or create stories that illustrate

how people and other animals, plants and other life forms, live in interacting

and interdependent communities.
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Content/ Context

All living things and the non-liTing enviromnent interact with each

other in both simple and complex ways. Basically they interact to exchange

materials and energy. A number of organisms may live together in one place

and regularly interact with one another to exchange materials and energy.

They create a community of living things. Adjacent commxinities, although

they may differ significantly in the organisms that compose them, also may
exdiange some materials and energy. Some organisms regularly move
between several communities and may feed in one while taking shelter in

another.

Process skills

• observing
• classifying

• inferring

• creative thinking

• interpreting data

Habits of mind
• curiosity

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disciplinary focus

• interdisciplinary

£21: Learners can generate a list of non-traditional uses for a given object or

material.

Content/Context

One person's waste is another person's resource. Sometimes the

unused products from an activity can be used to do something else (e.g.

sawdust,can be used for partideboard, heat from an incinerator can be used to

heat a building.) Reuse and recycling of wastes as new resources reduces the

demand on virgin resources and thus increases the sustainability of a given

culture and population.

Process skills

• observing
• communicating
• cooperative skiUs

Habits of mind
• openness to new ideas

Environmental ethics

• stewardship
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Disciplinary focus

• science

• geography

E22: Learners can develop a list distmgiiishing basic needs from wants.

Content/ Context

Humans depend on their environment in many different ways.

Sometimes they have difficulty distinguishing their needs from their wants.

Humans have certain basic needs (food, shelter, clean water, space).

Many of the things hxmians have (television sets, cars etc.) meet our wants

rather than our needs. Many natural resources are finite. The more people

there are, the less of the resource is available per person. Resources are not

equitably distributed in the world. Some societies are better able to meet the

needs and wants of its citizens than others. Some people have more
resources than others even within a given society. Needs are universal.

Wants differ from one culture to another.

Process skiUs

• classifying

• critical thinking

• analyzing
• drawing conclusions

Habits of mind
• curiosity

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
Disciplinary focus

• social science

EZ3: Learners can identify basic natural resources that are needed to sustain

human Kfe in our society.

Content/Context

Materials in the environment can be perceived as resources to meet
human needs and desires. All animals, including himians, have certain basic

needs (food, water, shelter, space). Some also require social interactions. Fresh

water, limited in supply, is essential for life and also for most industrial

processes. Rivers, lakes, and groundwater can be depleted or polluted,

becoming unavailable or xmsuitable for life. The benefits of earth's

resources—such as fresh water, air, soil, trees, wildlife, and trees—can be
reduced by using them wastefully or by deliberately or inadvertently

destro)dng them.

Process skiQs

• observing
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• classifying

• inferring

• critical thinking

• communicating
• interpreting data

• analyzing

• S5mtiiesizing

• drawing conclusions

Habits of mind
• openness to new ideas

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding
• stewardship

Disciplinary focus

• science

• sodal science

E24: Leameis can give examples of renewable and non-renewable resources

and explain the difference between ihe two categories of resources,

Content/Context

Some resources can be reused or recycled, others can not, and once used
they are unavailable to future generations. Natural resources can be classified

into a variety of categories. Some are readily renewed—^most of these are

biological in nature and have short life cycles and rapid reproduction. Some
resources are technically renewable but are functionally non-renewable

because of the long time span required to replace them—^fossil fuels fall in

this category. Resources that are permanently combined into new forms are

considered non-renewable because it would take enormous quantities of

energy to separate them and recombine them into new forms. Although
matter can neither be created nor destroyed it can-be transformed into

materials that are no longer useful, and even potentially harmful to humans.

Process skills

• classifying

• inferring

• compare & contrast

• communicating
• categorizing

Habits of mind
• reliance on data, facts & observations
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Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding
• stewardship

Disciplinary focus

• science

• sodal science

E25: The learner will identify a school community challenge (e.g. recycling

opportunity, careless use of water, animal or plant overpopulation, soil

compaction, need for physical recreation opportunities) and propose a

solption for that problem.

Content/Context

Thoughtful planning and community education can counteract the

effect of misuse of natural resources. Small effects (letting water fountains

run, discarding garbage and paper wastes together) can create larger problems.

It is easier to address problems at a local level than to have to correct

environmental problems on a broader scale.

Process stalls

• inferring

• predicting

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking
• creative thinking

• interpreting data

• estimating

• analyzing
• s)nitiiesizing

• drawing conclusions

• cooperative skills

Dedsion-making skills

• choosing among alternatives

• cooperative problem solving

Habits of mind
• curiosity

• openness to new ideas

• skeptidsm
• • reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding
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stewardship

Disciplinary focus

• sodal science

• interdisciplinary

E26: The learner will develop a procedure for investigating a common
natural phenomenon.

Content/ Context

One of the best ways of learning about a natural phenomenon is by
checking it out for oneself. This may include learning to use the library,

computer networks, and available adults. The learner may also develop a

procedure for checking the phenomenon out for him or herself. This entails

asking appropriate questions and then determining how to obtain answers to

those questions.

Process skills

• observing
• predicting

• critical thinking

• creative thinking
• communicating
• cooperative skills

Habits of mind
• curiosity

• projects likely consequences of actions

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
Disciplinary focus

• science

£27: Learners can name their favorite plants, animals, and places and tell why
these things are their favorites and why people should try to protect these

things for others to enjoy as well. ^
Content/Context

People tend to identify closely with some other living things and with

special places. These things and places tend to fulfill some special emotional

and spiritual needs of individuals. People tend to nurture and protect those

things which have a special meaning in their lives. Regular direct contact

with the natural world helps young people develop those special

relationships with aspects of the natural world and stimulates their desire to

see that otiiers, now and in the future, can have similar experiences. 49

Process stalls

• observing
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• dassif5dng

• compare & contrast

• communicating
• analyzing
• S5nitiiesizing

Habits of mind
• curiosity

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• stewardship

Disciplinary focus

• science
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Benchmarks of Environmental Literacy

For Grades 5-8

Perspective

The 5-8 grouping focuses on understanding the interactive processes between

people and the environment. (Environment should be understood to

include the bio-physical environment and both sodal and mind/body

environments.) Learners explore their relationships with the world around

them, discover options and limitations and learn how to deal with each.

Learners develop tools for recognizing and addressing environmental issues

and explore the basic citizenship skills needed for taking individual and

collective action to maintain, restore, or improve environmental conditions.

Our human ability to shape the future comes from a capacity for generating

knowledge and developing new technologies — and for commimicating ideas

to others. Middle level students' imaginations can be stimulated through the

use of analogies, metaphors, and direct experiences as they develop from

concrete to more abstract thinking.

Options

The benchmark guides that follow do not constitute a curriculimi. They

represent concepts, skills, and insights about environmental relationships

that a youngster should possess by the time he or she leaves eighth grade.

They are components of environmental literacy appropriate to the

developmental skills and understandings of most middle level students.

There are various ways in which experiences, materials, and lessons may be

organized so that students develop these understandings over the years

represented by these grades. It is not in the pxirview of this document to

recommend one approach over another. That is the proper role of the local

school district. However, it should be understood that there are basically three

levels of development for each benchmark

—

^introduction of key concepts and
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skills, expansion of understanding and skill, and mastery of both concepts and

skills. Different aspects of this sequence may take place over the 5-8 grade

span. It is important, however, that by the end of grade eight students should

be able to demonstrate their understanding of and competency with these

understandings, ideas, and skills.

Benchmark Structure

Each benchmark is stated from an outcome-based position. The overall

benchmark statement includes a brief content statement and a set of items for

process skills, decision-making skills, habits of mind, and environmental

ethics. The items are ones with which a learner will need to be reasonably

proficient in order to meet the benchmark performance standards .

There is no hierarchy of benchmarks—^that is, no one is more or less

important than anotiier; all are important for true environmental literacy

development. Numbers are assigned to each benchmark only for reference

ease. All shoxild be addressed over the middle level grade span. In many
ways the benchmarks serve as an assessment tool to determine the degree to

which environmental education has been successful. Students will vary

considerably in their level of mastery of a benchmark but overall the class

should achieve and demonstrate advancement to a nominal level of

environmental literacy over the four year span.
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BENCHMARKS 5-8

Ml: Learners can choose plants and animals from a list of common species

and explain how they are adapted to the environments in which tfaey live.

Content/ Context

Plants and animals are adapted to the environments in which they

live. Animals and plants have a great variety of body designs and internal

structures that contribute to their being able to make or find food and
reproduce. Individual organisms with certain traits are more likely than

others to survive and have offspring. Changes in environmental conditions

can affect the survival of individual organisms and entire species. Like other

animals, human beings have body systems for obtaining and providing

energy, defense, reproduction, and the coordination of body functions.

Characteristics of different physical environments provide for, or place

constraints on, activities of different organisms.

Process skUls

• critical thinking

• interpreting data
• categorizing

• analyzing

• synthesizing

Habits of mind
• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
Disciplinary focus

• science

M2: Learners can demonstrate knowledge of the basic concept of an
ecosystem, its biological and physical components.

Content/Context

An ecosystem is composed of living organisms and abiotic factors such
as soil, air, and water. Ecosystems function to circulate matter and energy..

Ecosystems contain a variety of processes like a water cycle, carbon cycle,

nitrogen cycle and similar processes to accomplish the circulation of matter

and energy. Food chains and webs are also present in functioning ecosystems

as mechanisms for drculating both matter and energy. 60

Process skills

• inferring

• compare & contrast

• communicating
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• interpreting data
• categorizing

• analyzing

Habits of mind
• openness to new ideas

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disciplinary focus

• science

M3: Learners can identify and describe several of the interacting systems that

make up their biophysical and social environments.

Content/ Context

Thinking about things as systems means looking for how every part

relates to others. Output (which can include material, energy, or

information) from one part of a system can become the input to other parts.

Such feedback can serve to control what goes on in the system as a whole.

Any system is usually connected to other systems, both internally and
externally. Thus a system may be thought of as containing subsystems and as

being a subsystem of a larger system. Physical and biological systems tend to

change until they become stable and then remain that way unless their

surroundings change. A system may stay the same because nothing is

happening or because the happenings exactly counterbalance one another.

Human modifications of a physical or biological.system in one place often

lead to changes in other systems.

Process skills

• classifying

• critical thinking

• communicating
• analyzing
• drawing conclusions

Habits of mind
• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disciplinary focus

• science

M4: Learners can select a system from a listing of systems and indicate the

major component parts of the system and the roles each part plays in the
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system. (The list should include at least the following ecosystems: salt

marsh/estuary; deciduous forest; inland or coastal watershed; urban

ecosystem.)

Content/ Context

Objects interact with one another in a variety of ways to form systems.

Systems usually perfonn some function that requires the interconnection of

all their components. Smaller systems often are components of larger systems

and make some contribution to the proper functioning of the larger system.

Living organisms and non-living environmental structures interact to cyde
matter and transfer energy as ecosystems. Small ecosystems, such as decaying

logs, food webs, and the like, form larger ecological commxmities and biomes.

Each component of a system plays some role in the system.

Process skills

• dassifjmig

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• creative thinking

• interpreting data
• analyzing
• S5nitiiesizing

Habits of mind
• looks for connections

Environmental ethics

• environmental understanding
• stewardship

Disciplinary focus

• sdence

M5: Learners can describe cyclic changes in the natural world (seasonal

changes, life cycles, -phases of the moon, water cycle, carbon/oxygen cycle) and
compare common characteristics of identified cydes.

Content/ Context

Change is an ongoing, regular feature of the environment. Some
changes are linear, but many are cydical and predictable. The time frames of

cyclical changes vary widely but the events follow a recurring and predictable

pattern.

Process skills

• dassifying

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• interpreting data

• categorizing
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• analyzing

Habits of mind
• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

Environmental ethics
j

• environmental awareness 1

• environmental understanding
Disciplinary focus

• science

M6: Learaers can distingiiish between renewable and non-renewable
resources and explain the difference.

Content/Context

Some resources can be reused or recycled, others can not and once used
they are unavailable to future generations. Resources can be classified into a

variety of categories. Some are readily renewed—^most of these are biological

in nature and have short life cycles and rapid reproduction. Some resources

are technically renewable but are functionally non-renewable because of the

long time span required to replace them—^fossil fuels fall in this category.

Resources tiiat are permanently combined into new forms are considered

non-renewable because it would take enormous quantities of energy to

separate them and recombine them into new forms.

Process skills

• classifying

• inferring

• compare & contrast

• creative thinking

• communicating
• categorizing

• drawing conclusions

Habits of mind
• reliance on data, facts & observations

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding
• stewardship

Disciplinary focus

• science

• geography

M7: Learners can cite numerous examples of how materials in the

environment are used over and over again over time, both in natural and
human-generated systems (i.e. from dead leaves to soil; recycled material to
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new products, carbon through photosynthesis and respiration in plants and

animals.)

Content / Context

Materials in the environment are used again and again over time.

Over a long time, matter is transferred from one organism to another

repeatedly, and between organisms and their physical environment. As in all

material systems, the total amount of matter remains constant, even though

its form and location change.

Food provides the fuel and the building material for all organisms. Plants

use the energy from light to make sugars from carbon dioxide and water, this

food can be used immediately or stored for later use. Organisms that eat

plants break down the plant structures to produce the materials and energy

they need to survive. ITtieri they are consumed by other organisms.

Process skills

• inferring

• predicting

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking
• communicating

Habits of mind
• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disdplinary focus

• science

M8: Learners can differentiate and explain the difference between a waste and
a resonrce and give concrete examples of each.

Content/ Context

Wastes are materials that cannot be used in a positive manner by an
org;anism or system in meeting its basic needs; resources are materials that an
organism or system can use to meet its needs or wants. Wastes from one
organism or system may prove to be resources for another organism or

system. Household wastes may prove to be resources for some industries,

food wastes for humans may be food resources to insects, molds, and other

such organisms. Ecosystems usually have developed ways to use the wastes of

one component as the resources for another component. Economic systems
are being developed to do what ecosystems do in using wastes as resources.

Process skills

• observing
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• classifying

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• categorizing

• analyzing
• synthesizing

Habits of mind
• openness to new ideas

• skepticism

• looks for connections

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding
• stewardship

Disciplinary focus

• science

• geography

M9: Learners can state examples of materials in the environment that are

perceived as resources to meet hmnan needs and desires. They can give

examples of items that are perceived as resources in our culture but not in

some others.

Content/ Context

Materials in the environment can be perceived as resources to meet
human needs and desires. Fresh water, limited in supply, is essential for life

and also for most industrial processes. Rivers, lakes, and groundwater can be
depleted or polluted, becoming unavailable or unsuitable for life. The benefits

of Earth's resources—such as fresh water, air, soil, wildlife, and trees—can be
reduced by using them wastefully or by deliberately or inadvertently

destroying them. Different cultures perceive different components of the

environment to be resources or put different degrees of value on a particular

resource. The wastes of a culture can also be perceived to be a type of resource.

Process skills

• observing
• classifying

• inferring

• critical thinking

• creative thinking

• conmiunicating
• interpreting data

• categorizing

• analyzing
• synthesizing

• drawing conclusions
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Habits of mind
• openness to new ideas

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• stewardship
• "green" consumerism

Disciplinary focus

• science

• geography

MIO: Learners can describe an environmental change (i.e. soil erosion, air

quality degradation, species extinction) and give a consequence of that change.

Content / Context

Change is the most constant thing in the universe; changes are always

underway at varjdng rates. Some changes occur very rapidly (i.e. explosions);

others take place very slowly over vast periods of time (i.e. development of

rock layers or cooling of stars). There is some consequence for every change.

Decaying leaves are broken down into their simplest components which can

be reused to create new leaves; eroded topsoil is deposited somewhere else but

what remains behind is less productive of living things; as species become
extinct the ecosystems of which they were a member become less stable, and
so forth. Not all consequences are negative. The consequences of some
changes are quite positive for some factors but may well be negative for

others.

Process skills

• inferring

• predicting

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• communicating
• estimating

• categorizing

• analyzing
• S5mtiiesizing

Habits of mind
• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections
• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
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environmental understanding
Disciplinary focus

• science

• interdisciplinary

Mil: Learners can describe the possible affects on the survival of individual

organisms and entire species brought on by changes in environmental

conditions.

Content/ Context

Changes in environmental conditions can affect the survival of

individual organisms and entire species. The cycling of water in and out of

the atmosphere plays an important role in determining dimatic patterns.

Climate affects physical limitations on the diversity of living things in a

region. Human populations, like all animal populations, rise and fall

according to basic principles affecting birth, death, and emigrations. Changes
in human population levels and their concentration have a variety of

impacts on local, regional, and global environments. Pollutants released into

the environment affect living things in a variety of ways—some positive,

some negative depending on the species.

Process skills

• inferring

• predicting

• critical thinking

• creative thinking

• communicating
• analyzing

• synthesizing

Habits of mind
• openness to new ideas

• skepticism

• reUance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

Environmental ethics

• stewardship
Disciplinary focus

• science

M12: Learners can explain the effect of births, deaths, and emigrations on
human populations and can dte examples of both positive and negative

consequences of changes in regional populations.

Content/ Context
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Human populations, like aU animal populations, rise and fall

according to basic principles affecting birth, death, and emigrations. Changes

in human population levels and their concentrations have a variety of

impacts on local, regional, and global environments. Geographic and political

barriers can impede the flow of people, goods, and ideas, but human
ingenuity often finds creative ways to overcome the barriers. These ways
often have negative environmental impacts. Conflict and cooperation among
people contribute to economic and sodal divisions of Earth's surface.

Process skills

• inferring

• predicting

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• communicating
• interpreting data
• synthesizing

• drawing conclusions

Habits of mind
• skepticism

• looks for connections
• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disdplinary focus

• sodal sdence

M13: Given common examples of change {food to bodily activity, water to

steam, -photosynthesis) learners can explain the ways in which the form and
transformation of energy drives the changes.

Content/ Context

Energy is what drives change. Most of what goes on in the tmiverse

—

from exploding stars and biological growth to the operation of machines and
the motion of people—^involves some form of energy being transformed into

another. Energy appears in different forms—^heat, chemical, mechanical,

electrical, nudear. Energy can change from one form to another in living

things. Animals get energy from oxidizing their food, releasing some of its

energy as heat. Almost all food energy comes originally from sunlight. Heat
energy carried by the ocean and atmospheric currents has a strong influence

on climate around the world.

Process skills

• inferring
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• predicting

• critical thinking

• creative thinking

• communicating
• analyzing
• syntfiesizing

• drawing conclusions

Habits of mind
• curiosity

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disciplinary focus

• science

M14: Provided with several objects or organisms and the appropriate key(s>,

the learner will identify the organisms or objects.

Content/ Context

Our world is generally perceived as being made up of discrete objects

both living and non-living. These objects have many interactions and
interconnections with one another. Humans tend to create a series of

categories in which to place the variety of discrete objects. These categories all

have criteria which we learn so that there can be general agreement about

where to place the objects. Different cultures may categorize the same objects

in different ways. Scientists have created devices, called keys, that contain the

basic criteria. When used properly, a person can use observations of the object

to match with the criteria in the key to arrive at an identification of the

desired object.

Process skills

• observing

• classifying

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• categorizing

Habits of mind
• openness to new ideas

• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
Disciplinary focus

• science
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M15: Learners can die examples of how to manage a system by changing its

variables.

Content/ Context

Technologies having to do with food production, sanitation, and
disease prevention have dramatically changed how people live and work and
have resulted in rapid increases in tiie human population. Changes in

technology, transportation, and communication affect the location of

economic activities.

Students might note how different t3rpes of vehicles and conveyances and the

kinds of routes each requires affects land use and transport time; or they

might discuss how carrier pigeons, pony express, telegraph, telephone, regular

mail, e-mail and television affect the nature of communication and the basic

resources required for each. They could then demonstrate how to change the

system involved by changing one or more of the variables, i.e. the

components of the system.

Process skills

• critical thinking

• creative thinking
• interpreting data
• categorizing

• analyzing
• drawing conclusions

Habits of mind
• reliance on data, facts & observations

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disciplinary focus

• science

• interdisciplinary

M16: The learner will choose and use appropriate technologies

(thermometers, soil augers, computers, -photography) to gather and record

observations regarding a complex system (e.g. the atmosphere or an
ecosystem) and use the observations to make predictions about tiie effects of

changes made in various components of that system.

Content/Context

As the complexity of any system increases, gaining an understanding of

it depends increasingly on summaries, such as averages and ranges, and on
descriptions of typical examples of that system. Technology is essential for
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such purposes as access to remote locations, sample collection and treatment,

measurement, data collection and storage, computations, and
communication of information. The side effects of technologies may turn out

to be unacceptable to some people and therefore lead to conflict between
groups. There are trade-offs that each person must consider in making choices

that often have life-long consequences. All these factors must be taken into

accoimt when making predictions about how a system will behave when
changed.

Process skills

• observing

• inferring

• predicting

• critical thinking

• interpreting data
• analyzing
• syntiiesizing

Habits of mind
• curiosity

• openness to new ideas

• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• projects likely consequences of actions

Environmental ethics

• environmental understanding
Disciplinary focus

• science and mathematics

M17: Learners can give examples of how the organization of systems (physical

systems, biological systems, social systems) becomes more and more
disorganized if energy is not regularly invested to maintain the basic

functional organization.

Content/Context

It takes regular energy input to maintain the organization of any
system. This reflects the basic laws of entropy. The amount of time it takes for

a system to become disorganized without energy inputs varies widely with

the nature of the system. Buildings and bridges will decay, closets and
drawers will become chaotic, bodies will lose weight and tone, and many
other effects become apparent when a system is left poorly attended and
energy is not invested in keeping the system at peak efficiency. There are

limits to how much energy anyone or anything has available to invest in a

variety of subsets of any system. Any system is subject to disintegration over

time when regular input of energy is unavailable. This is as true of social

systems and bio-physical systems.
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Process skills

• observing
• inferring

• predicting

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• estimating

• analyzing

• syntiiesizing

Decision-making skills

• formulating operational definitions

• generating relevant questions

• gathering verifiable information
• projecting consequences of each alternative

Habits of mind
• curiosity

• openness to new ideas

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disdplinary focus

• science

• interdisciplinary

M18: Learners can identify patterns of change in the natural and technological

world as trends (i.e. more development leads to reduced forest habitat), cycles

(changes of state in water gives us the water cycle), or chaos (uncontrolled

urban migration).

Content/ Context

Scientists* explanations about what happens in the world come partly

from what they observe, partly from what they think. Sometimes scientists

have different explanations for the same set of observations. That usually

leads to the scientists making more observations to resolve the differences.

Mathematics is the study of many kinds of patterns, including numbers and
shapes and operations on fhem. Sometimes patterns are studied because they
help explain how the world works or how to solve practical problems,

sometimes because fhey are interesting in themselves. Events can be
described in terms of being more or less likely, impossible, or of very high
probability.

Process skills

• inferring
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• predicting

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• creative thinking
• interpreting data

• estimating

Habits of mind
• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• stewardship

Disciplinary focus

• science and mathematics
• social studies

M19: Presented with data on the consiunption pattern of a resource in the

local conuniinify, the learner will propose (e.g. written proposal, persuasive

materials, videos) a strategy to manage the resource more efficiency and
economically. ^
Content/ Context

Human activities, such as reducing the amount of forest cover,

increasing the amount and variety of chemicals released into the atmosphere,

and intensive farming, have changed the Earth's land, oceans, and
atmosphere. Some of these changes have decreased the capacity of the

environment to support some life forms.

The benefits of the Earth's resources - such as fresh water, air, soil, and trees -

can be reduced by using them wastefully or by deliberately or inadvertently

destroying them. The atmosphere and the oceans have a limited capacity to

absorb wastes and recycle materials naturally. Qeaning up polluted air, water,

or soil or restoring depleted soil, forests, or fishing grounds can be very

difficult and costiy.

Process skills

predicting

measuring
compare & contrast

critical thinking

creative thinking

communicating
interpreting data

analyzing

sjnithesizing
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• drawing conclusions

Dedsion-making skills

• suggesting potential alternative solutions

• projecting consequences of each alternative

• choosing among alternatives

Habits of mind
• openness to new ideas

• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding
• stewardship

Disciplinary focus

• social studies

M20: Learners can explain ways in which humans impact the environment
and dte multiple examples of technologies (i.e.chemical manufacture, . heavy

construction equipment, mechanical transportation, etc.) that extend human
abilities to alter the environment

Content/Context

Technology extends the ability of people to change the world: to cat,

shape, or put together materials; to move things from one place to anothei;

and to reach farther with their hands, voices, senses, and minds. The changes

may be for survival needs such as food, shelter, and defense, for

commxmication and transportation, or to gain knowledge and express ideas.

Engineers, architects, and otiiers who engage in design and technology use

sdentific knowledge to solve practical problems. Design usually requires

taking constraints into account Some constraints, such as gravity or the

properties of the materials to be used, are unavoidable. Other constraints,

induding economic, political, sodal, ethical, and aesthetic ones, limit choices.

Process skills

• inferring

• predicting

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking
• creative thinking

• communicating
• estimating

• analyzing

• synliiesizing
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• drawing conclusions

• cooperative skills

Habits of mind
• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations
• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• stewardship

• volimtary simplicity

• "green" consumerism
Disciplinary focus

• science

• social studies

M21: Learners can compare the rate of resource consumption per capita

between the United States and at least one third world nation and give

examples of the potential consequences of each country's rate of resource

consumption to the global environment over the next few generations.

Content/ Context

Natural resources are not equally distributed around the Earth. The
citizens of the United States consume more resources per capita than the

citizens of any other nation. Many of the resources used in lie United States

come from other parts of the globe. The United States has become a net

importer of resources, particularly of energy resources. This has become an
issue of global environmental equity. It is suggested by many leaders that each

country's economies need to be developed or adjusted in ways that make
them sustainable over long periods of time if humans are to have a long

history on this planet. This implies that Americans, in particular, will need to

adjust their consumption habits.

Process skills

• inferring

• predicting

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• creative thinking

• categorizing

• analyzing
• syntiiesizing

• drawing conclusions

• cooperative skills

• cooperative problem solving

Habits of mind
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• openness to new ideas

• skeptidsm
• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental imderstanding
• stewardship
• voluntary simplicity

• "green" consumerism
Disciplinary focus

• sodal studies

M22: Given examples of common choices people can make regarding the use

of everyday technologies (choosing natural vs synthetic fibers for clothes,

bicycles vs cars, computers vs pencil and paper), learners can project likely

consequences of the alternative actions.

Content/ Context

All technologies have effects other than those intended by the design,

some of which may have been predictable and some not. In either case, these

side effects may turn out to be unacceptable to some of the population and
therefore lead to conflict between groups. Individuals can make choices

among technologies to minimize impacts on the environment.

Process skills

• observing
• inferring

• predicting

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• interpreting data

• estimating

• categorizing

• analyzing

• synthesizing

• drawing conclusions

Decision-making skills

• generating relevant questions

• gathering verifiable information

• projecting consequences of each alternative

Habits of mind
• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations
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• looks for connections
• projects likely consequences of actions

Environmental ethics

• stewardship
• voluntary simplicity

• "green" consumerism
Disciplinary focus

• interdisciplinary

M23: The learner will identify a commimity environmental problem (e.g,

recycling, loss of water quality, animal and -plant overpopulation and
competition, extinction of species, unregulated urban growth, soil depletion

or erosion, transportation issues, loss of physical recreation opportunities)

and propose a solution for that problem using information collected to

support his or her proposal,

Content/Context

Each environmental system's components contribute to the healthy

functioning of the respective ecosystem; environmental problems occur

when something inteiieres with, or disrupts, the functioning of one or more
components of the system. Effective solution of environmental problems
involves determining which parts of the system are dysfunctional and
determining potential ways of restoring the component to its proper role or

replacing it with a fully functional new component

Process skills

• inferring

• predicting

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• creative thinking

• interpreting data

• estimating

• analyzing
• syntiiesizLng

• drawing conclusions

Dedsion-making skills

• generating relevant questions

• gathering verifiable information
• suggesting potential alternative solutions

• projecting consequences of each alternative

• choosing among alternatives

Habits of mind
• curiosity

• openness to new ideas

• skepticism
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• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding
• stewardship

Disciplinary focus

• science and mathematics
• social studies

M24: Given a product (a snack food, clothing material, cleaning -product, etc.)

learners can locate sources of information tiiirough which they can evaluate

and determine the general impact of that product on their health and the

health of the environment

Content/Context

Every product has advantages and drawbacks for particular individuals

and the overall health of the environment Consimiers need to be able to

evaluate these benefits and drawbacks in making purchasing choices.

Government agencies often are charged with generating some of this

information and buaness and industry consortia also generate some of this

information. Active citizens know how to access the information and make
critical choices based on their own values and concerns. Advertising tends to

emphasize the advantages and ignore the drawbacks. Consumer
organizations are more likely to draw attention to the drawbacks. The citizen

needs to develop the skills to access and evaluate both the advantages and
drawbacks for individuals and their potential consequences for the

environment.

Process sldlls

• observing
• inferring

• predicting

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• interpreting data
• estimating

• • categorizing

• analyzing
• synthesizing

• drawing conclusions

Dedsion-making skills

• generating relevant questions

• gathering verifiable information
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• projecting consequences of each alternative

Habits of mind
• curiosity

• openness to new ideas

• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding
• "green" consumerism

Disciplinary focus

• science and mathematics
• sodal studies

M25: Given a local environmental issue of their choosiiLg, learners can create

a listing of the expected economic, social, and ecological costs and benefits of

alternative proposals for resolving the issue.

Content/ Context

Every environmental action has it costs and benefits. These costs and
benefits fall into three major categories—economic, social, and ecological.

Making action choices on any environmental issue involves weighing and
balancing the costs and benefits of all the proposed solutions of each issue.

Choices also often require making considered tradeoffs between various costs

and benefits among the three major categories.

Process skills

• classifying

• inferring

• predicting

• measxiring
• compare & contrast

• conmiunicating
• interpreting data

• estimating

• categorizing

• analyzing

• synthesizing

Habits of mind
• openness to new ideas

• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• projects likely consequences of actions
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Environmental ethics

• environmental imderstanding
• stewardship

• "green" consumerism
Disciplinary focus

• science and mathematics
• social studies

M26: Given the observations of several witnesses to an environmental event

or issue, along with related evidence, the learner can distinguish the various

perspectives presented and their influence on general explanations of the

event or environmental issue.

Content/Context

Two individuals seldom see the same event in the same way; their

observations are colored by their prior experiences and value systems. In

examining statements about different viewpoints around an environmental

issue it is important to know something about the backgroimd of the

individual players and what experiences and values systems color their

observations and comments regarding the issue.

Process skills

• classifying

• inferring

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• analyzing
• drawing conclusions

Habits of mind
• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disciplinary focus

• sodal studies

M27: Given a learner-identified issue of local conununity importance (e.g. air

-pollution, pesticides, chemical exposure, radon, abandoned hazardous waste

sites, high-voltage transmission lines, landfills, lawn management), the

learner will collect information and observations and take action on a

decision made regarding the issue.

Content/Context

To hone problem-solving skills, students need experiences which offer

them opportunities to: recognize, identify, and state a problem; collect.
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organize, and analyze infoimation; generate altematiye solutions; consider

the consequences (economic, social, enTironmental, and emotional) of

different alternative solutions on individuals and groups; clarify personal

values; build a consensus;negotiate, persuade, and commit evaluate and
select an alternative; develop a plan of action and act upon i^ and evaluate

tiie process.

Process sldlls

• observing

• inferring

• predicting .

• measuring
• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• creative thinking
• commxmicating
• interpreting data

• categorizing

• analyzing
• synthesizing

• drawing conclusions

• cooperative skills

Dedsion-making skills

• formulating operational definitions

• generating relevant questions

• gathering verifiable information
• suggesting potential alternative solutions

• projecting consequences of each alternative

• choosing among alternatives

• acting on choice

• cooperative problem solving

Habits of mind
• curiosity

•. openness to new ideas

• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding
• stewardship

Disdplinary focus

• science and mathematics
• sodal studies
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M28: The learner will construct, test, and trouble-shoot a set of procedures for

younger learners tq use for investigating a common natural phenomenon.

Content/ Context

People sharpen their own perceptions of their world when they set

about explaining llieir understandings to others. Two people seldom see the

same event in exactly the same way and they may find different meaning
from similar observations of the same event. Understanding this fact can lead

to broader tolerance and mutual understanding.

Process skills

• observing

• predicting

• critical thii^king

• creative thinking

• communicating
• cooperative skiUs

Habits of mind
• curiosity

• projects likely consequences of actions

Environmental ethics

• environme:fital awareness
Disciplinary focus

• interdisdplinaiy

M29: Learners can examine their local, regional, or global surroundings and
indicate examples o^ inequities of access to resources, sitings of pollution

cleanup facilities, d^tribution of resources, or other environmental
inequities. They can also suggest ways in which these situations could be
made more equitably for all.

Content/Context

Resources are unevenly distributed around the planet Pollution is

more concentrated i^ some places than others. Thus access to specific

resources and impact of the consequences of pollution on the health of

specific groups is frequently ineqxiitable. Democratic societies strive for as

equitable a istiibution of opportunities and burdens among their population

as possible. Achievement of fiiat goal demands widespread awareness of the

inequities and a developing commitment to rectify the inequities through
technological, sodolpgical, or political means.

Process skills

• classifying

• inferring

• predicting
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compare & contrast

critical thinking

creative thinking

interpreting data

estimating

categorizing

analyzing

synthesizing

drawing conclusions

cooperative skills

Dedsion-mcidng skills

formulating operational definitions

generating relevant questions

gathering verifiable information

suggesting potential alternative solutions

projecting consequences of each alternative

choosing among alternatives

Habits of mind
curiosity

openness to new ideas

skepticism

reliance on data, facts & observations

looks for connections

projects likely consequences of actions

investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• stewardship

Disciplinary focus

• sodal studies

M30: Learners can give concrete local and global examples to explain the

concept that '^Environmental quality is the net sum of the consequences of

individual and group actions."

Content/ Context

Every action has consequences for the environment Some of these are

positive; some are negative consequences. The quality of the environment at

any point in time is the net sum—^the positives minus the negatives— of all

the actions. Students may indicate, for example, that 40% of the people in

town are stUl not recycling. This means that overall environmental quality

has improved but there is still considerable room for improvement. Similar

observations on regional and global levels can be made for a variety of

indicators of overall environmental quality.

Process sldlls

• inferring

• predicting
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compare & contrast

critical thinking

creative thinking

communicating
interpreting data

estimating

analyzing

synthesizing

drawing conclusions

Dedsion-making skills

formulating operational definitions

generating relevant questions

gathering verifiable information

suggesting potential alternative solutions

projecting consequences of each alternative

Habits of mind
curiosity

openness to new ideas

skepticism

reliance on data, facts & observations

looks for connections

projects likely consequences of actions

investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental understanding
Disciplinary focus

• interdisciplinary
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Benchmarks for Environmental Literacy

for Grades 9-12

Perspectives

The 9-12 grouping of environmental literacy benchmarks focuses on

developing depth of understanding about the ecological relationships

between human activity and the environment and in honing the skills

needed to make decisions and take actions to maintain, restore, or improve

environmental conditions. Environment shoxild be understood to include

the bio-physical environment and both social and mind/body environments.

In terms of Massachusetts testing procedures, it is assumed that much of the

knowledge component will he in place by the end of grade 10 and that

opportunities to put the knowledge to practice through case study

explorations and community action projects will be provided during grades

11 and 12,

The benchmarks and content statements below do not constitute a

curriculum or course of study, instead they represent the framework of

information about ecology, environmental perspectives, relationships, and

interactions that a student should know by the time he or she leaves the 12fh

grade. The concepts and skills outlined may be included in any of several

traditional high school subjects including not only sciences but literature,

history, government, and geography as well. The concepts and processes are

the major components of environmental Uteracy appropriate to the

developraental level of most twelfth grade students.

Options

Students may acquire these skills and understandings through infusion in

standard disdpline-focused courses, special courses, or other curriculxmi

designs. The essential thing is that students be given the exposure to the key

concepts and skills and be given opportunities to put their accumulated

knowledge to work through involvement in some real environmental

issues. In order to truly attain a functional level of environmental literacy.
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students need to have some "real world" involvement in addressing such

issues.

Benchmark Structure

Each benchmark is stated from an outcome-based position. The overall

benchmark statement includes a brief content statement and a set of items for

process skills, dedsion-making skills, habits of mind, and enviromnental

ethics. The items are ones with which a learner will need to be reasonably

proficient in order to meet the benchmark performance standards .

There is no hierarchy of benchmarks—^that is, no one is more or less

important than another; all are important for true environmental literacy

development. Numbers are assigned to each benchmark only for reference

ease. All should be addressed over the secondary grade span. In many ways

the benchmarks serve as an assessment tool to determine the degree to which

environmental education has been successful. Students will vary

considerably in their level of mastery of a benchmark but overall the dass

should achieve and demonstrate advancement to a nominal level of

environmental literacy over the four year span.
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BENCHMARKS 9-12

SCIENCE CENTERED

SI: The learner will identify and explain the major layers of Earth's overall

ecosystem (atmosphere, lithosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere) and how each

plays a role in the maintenance and survival of living things.

Content/Context

It is primarily in the narrow zone at the surface of the planet where
rock, air, and water mix and interact that living things exist and contribute to

the current nature of each of these major zones. Air and water weather and
erode the rock creating the basis of soils; living things use and alter the

percentages of gases in the air; water as vapor becomes part of the air and
precipitates from the air to seep into the rocks, soils and lake and ocean

basins. AQ these factors create niches of living things. Through feedback loops

in these interacting systems the peculiar features of this planet have evolved

and are relatively self-maintaining.

Process skills

• inferring

• critical thinking

• communicating
• analyzing

• syntiiesizing

Habits of mind
• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

Environmental ethics

• environmental understanding
Disciplinary focus

• science

S2: Learners can describe the key features of the major kinds of terrestrial

biomes of the planet (taiga, boreal forest, temperate deciduous forest, rain

forest, grasslands, and desert) and can roughly plot the locations of these

biomes on a world map.

Content/Context

Broad vegetation t3rpes develop in response to geographic features of

the planet Vegetation types therefore are key descriptors of the major biomes
found on earth. Either liie ecological features or the topographic features can
be used to map out the major biomes. The biomes are the key environmental

features to which human societies must adapt for their survival. The biomes
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establish certain biophysical limitations within which humans must adjust

through technology, culture, and/or trade.

Process skills

• observing
• classifying

• inferring

• predicting

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking
• analyzing

• S5mthesizing

• drawing conclusions

Habits of mind
• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

. Disciplinary focus

• science

• geography

S3: Learners will distmguish and explain the differences among various

kinds of soils ( type, origin, structural features) and explain the capacity of

different soils for human use and survival of all living things.

Content/ Context

Soils are a mixture of weathered rock, organic materials, air and water.

Rock particle size, slope, and type of organic matter create different types of

soils with differing capacities to support living things or different kinds of

himian engineered structures. People need to be aware of different soil

capacities in making specific choices about sites for land use, development,

and constructipn.

Process skills

• observing
• dassif5dng

• inferring

• predicting

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• interpreting data
• categorizing

Habits of mind
• reliance on data, facts & observations
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• projects likely consequences of actions

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understandings
• stewardship

Disdpiinary focus

• science

• geography

S4: Learners can identify and explain the importance of the major aquatic

biomes of Earth (deep ocean, coastal ocean, estuarine, riverine systems, lakes,

-ponds, swamps and bogs) and locate them on a world map (also local, state, or

regional maps).

Content/Context

Water is a key material for life on Earth. Water affects the nature of

terrestrial biomes and also creates a variety of biomes in its own right. These
aquatic biomes are intimately linked with terrestrial biomes and exchange
materials and organisms in complex ways. Aquatic biomes are strongly

affected by abiotic conditions of temperature, salinity, currents and
upwellings, depth, and topographical features.

Process skills

• observing
• classif5dng

• inferring

• predicting

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking
• analyzing
• sjnnthesizing

Habits of mind
• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disdpiinary focus

• science

• geography

S5: Given any of a range of habitats ( Unvn, garden, forest, field, stream, etc.)

students will be able to sketch out the major biogeochemical cycles ( carbon,

water, nitrogen, phosphorus, etc.) that a£Eect that habitat and explain their

role in the health and survival of living organisms in that habitat
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Content/ Context

In analyzing any environment, people should be able to understand
the nutrient cycles operating in them and be able to determine which of these

systems are healthy and which are not The health and well-being of the

Earth's ecosystems is dependent on energy flow, resource cycling, climatic

variations, and the interaction between sub-systems, organisms and habitats.

The complex interactions maintain life support systems. Simplification of

any of them erodes the ability of the overall system.

Process skills

• observing

• inferring

• predicting

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• commxmicating
• interpreting data
• analyzing
• synthesizing

• drawing conclusions

Habits of mind
• openness to new ideas

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding
• stewardship

Disciplinary focus

• science

S6: Learners can explain through concrete examples how the processes of

photosynthesis and respiration work in concert to allow the continuation of

life on earth.

Content/Context

The process of photosynthesis allows capture and retention of solar

energy in organic molecules while the process of respiration allows the

release of that retained energy in ways that let organisms use the energy for

growth, repair, activity, andreproduction. If plants were unable to

photosynthesize, most animals would have not have access to needed energy

and complex ecosystems would collapse.

Process skills

• inferring

• predicting
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• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• communicating
• analyzing
• sjmtiiesizing

Habits of mind
• openness to new ideas

• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disciplinary focus

• science

S7: Learners can explain the causes and consequences of exponential growth
on a variety of living things (yeast, fruitflies, bacteria, humans).

Content/Context

Abundant resources and low mortality rates stimulate exponential

growth in populations of organisms. As numbers increase, available

resources dedine and mortality rates begin to increase; habitats become
polluted and individual living space declines thereby increasing stress.

Examples of this can be observed in pond eutrophication and third world
population expansion. Globally, human populations are growing
exponentially and impacting existing and future resources (water, soil, food,

wildlife), reducing biodiversity, and widening the economic gap between the

rich and the poor. The impacts of exponential growth not only threaten

ecosystems but increasingly threaten human political and economic systems.

Process skills

observing

inferring

predicting

measuring
compare & contrast

critical thinking

communicating
interpreting data

estimating

analyzing

synthesizing

drawing conclusions

Decision-making skills

• suggesting potential alternative solutions
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• projecting consequences of each alternative

Habits of mind
• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disciplinary focus

• science and mathematics

S8: Using examples from their local communities, learners can demonstrate

through drawings and/or photographs how communities and ecosystems
change through succession. They can identify various stages of succession,

identify a number of ecological niches in each stage, indicate key food chains

and webs for each stage, and indicate the ways nutrient cyding is involved in

the transitions from one successional stage to another. Learners can predict

the likely successional pattern if the current successional stage is destroyed.

Content/ Context

Plant and animal communities interact, with each other and the abiotic

environment in ways that gradually modify the make-up of the

communities, leading one set of organisms to gradually replace another set

This succession of one biotic community by another alters the resources of

any particular environment. In general, as ecosystems move from earlier to

later stages of succession they have greater diversity, are more stable, and are

able to withstand stress and changes more effectively. Mature successional

stages within a particular biome are usually self-renewing and able to

maintain themselves for relatively long periods. Humans tend to try to keep
ecosystems at secondary stages of succession thus requiring more or less

constant management.

Process skills

observing

classifying

inferring

predicting

measuring
compare & contrast

critical thinking

commxinicating

interpreting data

analyzing

syntJiesizing
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• drawing conclusions

• cooperative skills

Habits of mind
• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disciplinary focus

• science and mathematics

S9: Learners can explain how both continental and local air flow patterns can

influence distribution of airborne pollutants. They can predict where local air

pollutants are likely to spread due to major weather patterns, whether the

source of the pollution is hundreds of miles away or local. They can recognize

the conditions that will lead to temperature inversions that put many people

at high risk of respiratory illness , cancers, and other bodily stresses. Learners

also can site some of the consequences of air pollution for organisms and
structures.

Content/ Context

Global air circulation patterns, jet stream variants, and local

topographical situations affect the distribution of gases and particulates in the

air. Circulation patterns of air masses move air and its contaminants from
one part of the globe to another. Contaminants in the air can produce allergic

reactions among humans and bring on respiratory illnesses and some cancers.

Sources of contaminants may be located hundreds or thousands of miles

from those people affected. Temperature inversions, local phenomena, may
keep local contaminants from dispersing normally and lead to buildup of

harmful contaminants in local areas for many days.

Process skills

observing

predicting

measuring
compare & contrast

critical thinking

communicating
interpreting data

analyzing

syntiiesizing

drawing conclusions

Habits of mind
• skepticism
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• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disciplinary focus

• science and mathematics
• geography

510: Given one or more types of ecosystem, learners can construct a flow chart

of energy through the system using their understanding of food chains, webs,

and pyramids of numbers and biomass.

Content/ Context

Energy flows from the sun to Earth's ecosystems where it is passed

along through food chains and webs. As the energy is changed in passage

through the food webs, some is passed on through the change and some is

lost to the systems as heat. This limits the length of food chains and creates

the notion of p)rramids of numbers and biomass.

Process skills

• observing
• classifying

• predicting

• measuring
• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• commimicating
• interpreting data

• estimating

• analyzing

• syntiiesizing

Habits of mind
• curiosity

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disciplinary focus

• science and mathematics
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Sll: Learners can trace the energy flow within an ecosystem and demonstrate

knowledge of the roles of producers, consumers, and decomposers in

ecosystems, ___^_^^____

Content/ Context

Energy flows through the food chains and webs of an ecosystem and
through the circulation currents of air and water. Each time energy changes

form, some of it is degraded to less useful forms such as heat. Some
organisms are able to "trap" solar energy for their biological uses. These are

the producers. Others get their energy by eating the producers. These are the

consumers. Decomposers use energy to break down complex chemicals and

molecules to simpler ones they can use and release some of these molecules

for use by others to build new complex molecules. Both of these processes

require energy. Energy flows through a system until it is used or degraded to a

level that no longer is usable by living things.

Process skills

• inferring

• predicting

• critical thinking

• creative thinking

• conmiunicating
• interpreting data
• analyzing
• synthesizing

Habits of mind
• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• envirormiental understanding

Disciplinary focus

• science

S12: Learners can describe the major ecosystems that exist in the watershed
(drainage basin) in which their community is located. They can indicate the

major stress factors that are most likely impacting those ecosystems, explain

how people have simplified many of the ecosystems leaving them more
susceptible to stress and disease, and how people have acted to enhance the

stability and adaptability of some of those ecosystems.

Content/ Context

Ecosystems are dynamic and are constantly being subjected to various

stress conditions ranging from weather and climate changes to population

irruptions of organisms within the ecosystem or introductions of species

from other regions. In general, the more gradual the change within systems
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and the more diverse the life forms of the system the greater the opportunity

for the system to withstand the stress. As humans take over an ecosystem

they have a tendency to reduce biodiversity in the system making the

ecosystem more vtdnerable to a variety of stresses and reducing its capacity to

cycle materials and keep energy flowing. Ecosystems that have been severely

reduced in biodiversity require intensive management to maintain their

most basic functions. Where such management is absent, ecological collapse

can occur.

Process skills

• observing
• classif5dng

• inferring

• predicting

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking
• creative thinking

• conununicating
• interpreting data
• analyzing

• sjmtiiesizing

Habits of mind
• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections
• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disciplinary focus

• sdence
• geography

S13: Learners can explain how natural recycling occurs with the decay of logs,

leaves, and other organic material in a forest and can indicate how recycling

of ^waste'' materials of our consumer society is as essential to sustainability of

our society as recycling of logs and leaves is to sustainability of a forest

ecosystem.

Content/ Context

Natural systems have long term sustainability in large measure
because of adaptations that allow for use and reuse of basic matter. Human
cultural systems, such as industrial and consimier societies, in large measure
lack sustainability because they have not developed comparable feedback

mechanisms that use and reuse the basic materials of that system. Reuse and
recycling strategies increase the potential sustainability of
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consumer/ industrial societies. This is a systemic issue and, to be most
effective, the percent of the society that engages in reuse and recycling

behaviors needs to significantly increase over the next few decades.

Process skills

• observing

• inferring

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• creative thinking

• communicating
• analyzing

• S5mtiiesizing

• drawing conclusions

Habits of mind
• openness to new ideas

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding •

• stewardship
• voluntary simplicity

• "green" consumerism
Disciplinary focus

• science

• geography

S14: Leameis can select an enyironmental problem of local concern (i.e.

deforestation, industrial -pollution, urban overcrowding, water -pollution, and
the like) and explain how the local problem is part of similar regional,

national, and global issues. The learner can state some of the ways the

problem is being addressed at all these levels.

Content/ Context

Unresolved local environmental issues become regional issues, and
unresolved regional issues become global issues. Particulars of an
environmental problem vary from region to region requiring slightiy

different responses of technical, political, lifestyle and other relevant changes.

Most environmental problems involve disrupted sub-systems of larger

ecosystems. Resolution of the problems involves determining what sub-

systems are disturbed and determining actions that can restore them to

health. Much can be learned by studying particular cases in specific locations
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but the same strategies may have different results in other regions due to the

interaction of social, political, and economic systems.

Process skills

observing

inferring

predicting

compare & contrast

critical thinking

creative thinking

interpreting data

estimating

categorizing

analyzing

s)mfiiesizing

drawing conclusions

Habits of mind
• openness to new ideas

• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections
• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding
• stewardship

Disciplinary focus

• science

• interdisciplinary

S15: Leameis can describe several altemative approaches to pest control

(genetic resistance, natural enemies, bio-pesticides, integrated pest

management, and the like) and can indicate precautions that need to be taken

in selecting, using, storing, and disposing of different classes of pesticides

(chlorinated hydrocarbons, organophosphates, carbamates, botanicals, contact

chemicals, systemic chemicals, soil sterilants, fungicides, and fumigants) ,

Content/ Context

Htunans have long jesented other organisms that compete with them
for resources or which use human bodies as a resource. Such organisms are

generally referred to as pests. How much of a pest an organism is usually

depends upon the size of its population and its appetite for materials humans
covet. Over the centuries humans have developed a wide range of

technologies to try to reduce or eliminate pest populations. Since the middle
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of the twentieth century many chemical modes of pest control have been

developed, many of which have severe long-term impacts on a broad range of

organisms, including humans, other than the original target spedes. More
recently, more benign technologies with a narrower target focus have been
developed that bring about reasonable pest control with less negative

environmental impact and fewer human health hazards.

Process skills

• observing

• classifying

• inferring

• predicting

• measuring
• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• communicating
• interpreting data
• estimating

• categorizing

• analyzing

• sjnititiesizing

• drawing conclusions

Decision-making skills

• suggesting potential alternative solutions

• projecting consequences of each alternative

• choosing among alternatives

Habits of mind
• curiosity

• openness to new ideas

• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental imderstanding
• stewardship
• volxmtary simplicity

• "green" consumerism
Disciplinary focus

• science and mathematics
• social science

• interdisciplinary
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SOCIAL STUDIES CENTERED

S16: Given an environmental issue of Qieir choice, leameis can state:

* why management of the human use of the resource is needed;
* what human goals, values, and needs are at stake;

* who the management groups or individuals are likely to be; and
* what kind of scientific knowledge and technical sidlls are likely to be needed
to accomplish sound management of the resource.

Content/ Context

Effective management of natural resources involves the application of

scientific knowledge and technical skiU to provide for the sustained use of

these natural resources while protecting the quality of the environment for

present and future generations. Management practices can range jErom no
activity to extensive intervention in ecological processes. The development
and enforcement of management policies and environmental laws are

affected by economic factors, societal needs, ethics, politics, science and
technology, and public and private interests. Specific local, state, and federal

agencies or organizations are generally charged with the management of

natural resources and protection of environmental quality.

Process skills

• classifying

• inferring

• predicting

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• creative thinking
• communicating
• interpreting data

• estimating

• analyzing
• sjoitiiesizing

• drawing conclusions

Habits of mind
• openness to new ideas

• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding
• stewardship
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Disciplinary focus

• sodal science

• science

interdisciplinary

S17: Given a local environmental problem (i.e. solid waste disposal, open

space preservation, loss of biodiversity, ground water pollution), learners can
identify the issues involved, the key players and their viewpoints, assemble
factual information, generate alternative solutions, project consequences of

each solution, choose among the alternatives, and act on their choices.

Content/ Context

In order to survive, human beings make choices regarding how they

will interact with the natural environment through their cultures, t3rpes of

tool, application of technologies, and perspectives of their relationship to the

natural environment These choices either threaten or enhance a dynamic
ecosystem- The environmental decisions made by one generation provide

benefits and limitations for the next generation.

Process skills

observing

inferring

predicting

measuring
compare & contrast

critical thinking

creative thinking

communicating
interpreting data

estimating

categorizing

analyzing

syntiiesizing

drawing conclusions

cooperative skills

Dedsion-making skills

formulating operational definitions

generating relevant questions

gathering verifiable information

suggesting potential alternative solutions

projecting consequences of each alternative

choosing among alternatives

acting on choice

cooperative problem solving

Habits of mind
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• curiosity

• openness to new ideas

• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding
• stewardship

Disciplinary focus

• sodal science

• interdisciplinary

SI 8: Given a choice of environinental problems (preferably local ones),

learners can determine the historical development of the problem and the

issues that have been generated aromid the problem. They can further

indicate how the historical development of the problem shaped the current

problem and can then distinguish root causes from current symptoms.

Content/ Context

Every environmental problem has a history; that history usually

involves several interacting systems that were once functional but have
become dysfunctional as a restdt of one or more events. In order to propose a

workable solution to the problem it is critical to know what the actions were,

and are, that make and keep the systems dysfunctional. Sustainable correction

for a problem can only really occur when the root causes, rather than surface

sjrmptoms, of the problem are addressed. It needs to become a basic habit of

mind to search for root causes whenever an environmental problem is being

addressed.

Process skills

observing

classifying

inferring

predicting

compare & contrast

critical thinking

conmiunicating

interpreting data

categorizing

analyzing

synthesizing

drawing conclusions

Decision-making skills
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• gathering verifiable information

Habits of mind
• openness to new ideas

• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding
• stewardship

Disciplinary focus

• sodal science

SI 9: Using an understanding of ecological, sociological, economic and
political systems, learners can describe the complex relationships between and
among such systems,

Content/ Context

People are components of ecological systems; and the sociological, the

economic, and the political systems of people are thus operating within

ecological systems. The consequences of sociological and political changes are

reflected in the functioning of the ecological system in which the people are

living, for example, the political choices of farm subsidies and support of

huge agribusiness, impact the structure and fertility of soils that support the

crops, livestock, and ultimately the people that use the foods. The
connections between these hxmian cultural systems and the ecosystem in

which they are embedded is often overlooked or ignored. Both people and the

ecosystem often suffer from such oversight.

Process skills

• observing

•. inferring

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• communicating
• analyzing
• synthesizing

• drawing conclusions

• cooperative skills

Habits of mind
• curiosity

• openness to new ideas

• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations
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• looks for connections

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental xmderstanding
• stewardship

Disciplinary focus

• social science

• interdisciplinary

S20: Learners are able to locate the watershed in which their home and school

are located and draw its rough boundaries on a topographic map. They can

determine in what major drainage basin that watershed is located and they

can also indicate the major ecosystems, resources, and major towns and cities

that occur in that drainage basin.

Content/ Context

Watersheds are one of the most basic units of geographical

understanding. Water distribution and flow is one of the key limiting factors

of ecosystems. Waterways and flood plains have strong influence on the

location of major human transportation lines and agriculture which in turn

play a large role in the location of human settlements. Water distribution and
flow have strong effects on erosion and deposition and therefore on soil

development and distribution that may affect agricultural development. The
dynamics of the watershed often have strong impact on the location and
distribution of pollutants that affect both plant, animal, and human
communities.

Process skills

• observing
• dassif5dng

• inferring

• predicting

• measuring
• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• creative thinking
• interpreting data

• estimating

• analyzing
• synthesizing

Habits of mind
• curiosity

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
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environmental understanding
Disdplinary focus

• sodal science

• science and mathematics
• interdisciplinary

S21: Given a set of lifestyle descriptions from different cultures, ancient and
modem, learners can indicate from those descriptions which aspects of the

lifestyles are ecologically and economically sustainable and which contribute

significantly to environmental degradation^

Content/ Context

Environmental problems are the result of misunderstanding, or lack of

concern for the exploitation, of the nature and function of natural cycles,

natural forces, and how living and non living factors interact to sustain life

on earth. Over long periods of time individuals and groups interact with
their environment in ways that either incorporate the natural systems and
cydes and sustain themselves on the natural productivity in a sustainable

fashion or they overuse the resources using not only the "natural interest"

but also the "natural capital." The consequences of the latteir behaviors often

result in environmental problems of resource shortages, population

explosion, habitat destruction, loss of biodiversity, and pollution of major life

support systems.

Process skills

• observing

• inferring

• predicting

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking
• creative thinking

• interpreting data

• estimating

• categorizing

• analyzing

• syntiiesizing

• drawing condusions
Habits of mind

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding
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stewardship
IXsciplinary focus

• sodal science

• interdisciplinary

S22: Given examples of past and present societies (e.g., Cro-magnon, IKung,

Babylonian, Mayan, Amish, American) learners can describe the major types

of relationships, energy usage, and resource impact that humans
demonstrated towards the environment They can also describe how each

society's attitudes and understandings of the functioning of nature influenced

the impact of that society on their environment

Content/ Context

The major activities of any society, securing food, creating shelter, and
using time not devoted to sheer survival all have impacts on the

environment The specific nature of the activities has its own degree of

positive or negative impact on the environment. The net sum of the

consequences of these activities determines the degree of positive or negative

impact of that society on the environment, hi the developmental flow of

societies from hunter-gatherer, to agricultural, to industrial most societies

increased their negative environmental impacts and decreased long-term

sustainability of the society.

Process skills

• observing
• inferring

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• interpreting data
• analyzing
• S5mthesizing

• drawing conclusions

Habits of mind
•curiosity

• openness to new ideas

• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections
• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding
• stewardship

Disciplinary focus

• sodal studies
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• humanities

interdisciplinary

S23: Given a war of their choice (i.e. American civil war, World War II,

Korean or Vietnam wars, Mexican!American war, the Trench & Indian wars),

learners can explain the effects that war has had on the cultures and
environments of all parties to that war. ^
Content/ Context

Throughout human history, human migrations, conquests, and
exposure to mass media have effected social change by forcing one culture to

interact with another culture. The interaction between cultures through

warfare has caused some cultures to disappear, others to change modestly,

and new cultures to emerge. The technologies used in each war have varied

effects on the natural environment where the wars ocoar.

Process skills

• inferring

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking
• interpreting data

• analyzing
• synthesizing

• drawing conclusions

Habits of mind
• curiosity

• openness to new ideas

• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding
• stewardship

Disciplinary focus

• sodal studies

• science

S24: Given a local enviromnen^ issue, learners can indicate the range of

political options available to resolve it, state the political costs and benefits of

each, and state the option they support under the circumstances, and why.

Content/ Context
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Political options for resolving any enviroiunental issue range from simple
persuasion to dramatic confrontations. Each option is effective within a given
range of conditions. Each option has its benefits and drawbacks. Choice of any
particular option often requires making tradeoffs between benefits and
drawbacks. To be an effective citizen, one must be aware of the options, then-

benefits, and drawbacks and be able to make decisions about whidi option is

most likely to produce the desired results.

Process skiQs

• inferring

• predicting

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• creative thinking

• interpreting data
• analyzing
• synthesizing

• drawing conclusions

Decision-making sldlls

• formulating operational definitions

• generating relevant questions
• gathering verifiable information
• suggesting potential alternative solutions

• projecting consequences of each alternative

• choosing among alternatives

• cooperative problem solving

Habits of mind
• openness to new ideas

• skepticism

• looks for connections
• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding
• stewardship
• voluntary simplicity

• "green" consumerism
Disciplinary focus

• sodal studies

• interdisciplinary

S25: Given an environmental issue (such as toxic waste -plant siting, lead

paint, asbestos removal, land use restrictions for endangered species) the

learner can identify related "equity " issues and suggest ways they may be
addressed in a fair manner.
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Content/ Context

Every potential solution to an enTironmental problem has its own set

of potential consequences. These consequences will affect different social

groups in different ways and some groups more disproportionately than

others. Environmental decision-making usually involves some tradeoffs

among costs and benefits and among the burden to be bom by different classes

of people. A broad spectrum of Americans believe that attempts should be
made to distribute the benefits and burdens of environmental decisions as

equitably as possible. Students need to be given opportunities to develop

decision-making skills that reflect such equity.

Process skills

• inferring

• predicting

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking
• creative thinking
• interpreting data

• estimating

• categorizing

• analyzing

• s]ynthesizing

• (frawing conclusions

Dedsion-making skills

• gathering verifiable information
• suggesting potential alternative solutions

• projecting consequences of each alternative

• choosing among alternatives

• cooperative problem solving

Habits of mind
• openness to new ideas

• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations
• looks for connections
• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• • environmental awareness
• environmental understanding
• stewardship

Disciplinary focus

• sodal sdence
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S26: Learners will be able to explain how birth rate, death rate, fertility rate,

and immigration influence the growth of a population within a state or

nation. Learners can predict how rate of growdi impacts economic systems

ecosystems, political systems, and sodal systems. Learners can read and
interpret graphs of age and sex stnictiire of a local population and indicate

how the data will impact future needs of the community for schools,

cemeteries, and other needs that will impact the local environment

Content/ Context

Human populations, like those of other species, grow through the

interactions of birth, death, and fertility rates and the rate of immigration.

Human population has been increasing exponentially in many regions of the

planet. Eadh new person puts added demand on the natural resources of the

planet which is further complicated by the varying per capita rates of

consximption of the different countries. Availability of access to basic

resources of food, water, and shelter affects birth, death, and fertility rates and
alters the end population resxilt. Two factors must always be considered: rate

of population increase and the base upon which the rate is fundaoning. There

are many consequences of population increase and decrease, and the net sum
of these affects the quality of life and the health of the environment.

Process skills

• observing
• classifying

• inferring

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking

• interpreting data

• estimating

• analyzing

• synthesizing

• drawing conclusions

Decision-making skiQs

• formulating operational definitions

• generating relevant questions

• gathering verifiable information
• projecting consequences of each alternative

• cooperative problem solving

Habits of mind
• reliance on data, facts & observations

• looks for connections
• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
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environmental understanding
Disciplinary focus

• sodal science

• science and mathematics
• interdisciplinary

S27: Learners can select a suggested solution to a local environmental issue of

their choice and prepare a risk/benefit analysis of that particular solution. The
learner can explain tiie risks and benefits of the solution to others and offer a

reasoned opinion of the potential usefulness of that particular solution.

Content/ Context

Every alternative solution to an environmental issue has its risks and
benefits to both the environment and to people in the environment In order

to make considered choices from among alternatives, people need to be aware
of the risks and benefits involved with each alternative. Often a final choice

involves tradeoffs between the specific risks and benefits of two or more of

the potential choices. Risks and benefits involve a variety of factors

—

ecological, human health, economic, sodal, and the like. A good risk/benefit

analysis involves information from as many of these areas as possible.

Process skills

dassifying

inferring

predicting

compare & contrast

critical thinking

creative thinking

commimicating
interpreting data

categorizing

analyzing

synthesizing

drawing condusions

cooperative skills

Dedsion-making skills

generating relevant questions

gathering verifiable information

suggesting potential alternative solutions

projecting consequences of each alternative

choosing among alternatives

cooperative problem solving

Habits of mind
openness to new ideas

reliance on data, facts & observations

looks for connections
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• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental understanding
• stewardship

Dis.ciplinary focus

• interdisciplinary

S28: Given an environmental issue of tfaeir choosing, learners can dte some
local, state, and national laws that address that issue and indicate the degree of

impact the laws have had in addressing the issue. Learners can also suggest

ways they believe some of the laws should be altered to be more
environmentally effective and/or socially equitable.

,

Content/ Context

Democratically developed laws are a major tool used to address

resolution of environmental problems. The law-making process usually

involves a great many compromises relative to issues of the problem. The
resulting law may be too lax or too restrictive for various political factions.

Implementation of a law often involves development of a code of regulations

administered by a governmental agency and overseen by a law enforcement

body. Funds for law and regulation enforcement are often inadequate to do
the job. Education is another tool of implementing laws. When individuals

know and imderstand the rationale of a law or regulation they are more
likely to voluntarily comply with the law thus reducing the demand for

coerdve law enforcement procedures.

Process skills

• inferring

• predicting

• critical thinking

• creative thinking

• commimicating
• analyzing

• sjnitiiesizing

• drawing conclusions

• cooperative skills

Decision-making skills

• formulating operational definitions

• • generating relevant questions

• gathering verifiable information
• cooperative problem solving

Habits of mind
• openness to new ideas

• skepticism

• reliance on data, facts & observations
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• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• stewardship
• volxmtary simplicity

Disciplinary focus

• social science

• interdisciplinary

LANGUAGE ARTS & HUMANITIES

S29: Learners using a diversity of examples can demonstrate their

understanding of different environmental ethics that are practiced within

societies currently or throughout history.

Content/ Context

Ethics is concerned with those things which are considered to be
"right" or **wrong" actions or behaviors. Ethics tend to emerge from
particular world views. Thus different cultures and subcultures have their

own ethics about what is the proper relationship between himians and the

rest of nature and between one human group and another. Each ethical

viewpoint acted upon has environmental consequences. It is instructive to

identify different ethical viewpoints and recognize the environmental

consequences of such actions or behaviors.

Process skills

• observing
• classifying

• inferring

• predicting

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking
• creative thinking

• communicating
• interpreting data
• analyzing

• S5mtiiesizing

• drawing conclusions

• cooperative skills

Decision-making skills

• projecting consequences of each alternative

• choosing among alternatives

Habits of mind
• curiosity
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• openness to new ideas

• skepticism

• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding
• stewardship
• voluntary simplicity

• "green" consumerism
Disciplinary focus

• language arts & humanities

S30: Leameis can articidate and defend an environmental ethic and give

examples of how that etfaic impacts choices they make in iheir daily lives.

Content/ Context

Faced with immediate choices, people often use ethical principles to

guide decision making when time does not permit carefully researched and
reasoned approaches to making decisions. There are a variety of ethical

positions that can be considered to be environmental in nature. They range

from wise use positions, to stewardship positions, to animal rights positions,

and the like. TTiey are usually based in some world view of the place of

people in nature and the rights and privileges perceived to be part of the

world view. Ethical viewpoints are often acquired non-verbally from family

and commxmity; it is valuable to consciously recognize the ethical viewpoints

held by self and others and to be able to articulate them.

Process skills

• observing

• classifying

• compare & contrast

• creative thinking

• communicating
• interpreting data
• synthesizing

• drawing conclusions

Decision-making skills

• suggesting potential alternative solutions

• projecting consequences of each alternative

• choosing among alternatives

• acting on choice

Habits of mind
• looks for connections

• projects likely consequences of actions
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• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• stewardship
• volxintary simplicity

• "green" consumerism
Disciplinary focus

• language arts & humanities

S31: Given a novel or short stoiy, television or movie drama, the learner can

infer or recognize the environmental settuiig of the fiction and give an
opinion of how that environment affected the development of the story and
the lives of the chief characters.

Content/Context

Bvery story takes place in some environmental context That
environment may be carefully described by the author or it may be inferred

from characters and actions of the story. The environment, in its broadest

context of biophysical, sodal, or mind/body, affects the characters and their

behavior. This may be done implicitly or explicitly. Examination of a work of

fiction should include determining what the environmental components are

and how they affect the characters and their actions.

Process skills

• observing
• inferring

• compare & contrast

• critical thinking
• creative thinking

• interpreting data
• analyzing
• drawing conclusions

Dedsion-making skills

• generating relevant questions

• gathering verifiable information

Habits of mind
• curiosity

• openness to new ideas

• reliance on data, facts & observations
• looks for connections
• projects likely consequences of actions

• investigates historical development of issue

Environmental ethics

• environmental awareness
• environmental understanding

Disciplinary focus

• language arts
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Process and Decision-making Skills Glossary

Process Skills

observing—taking notice of ones surrounding using any or all the senses.

classifying—grouping items into classes that have systematic relationships.

inferring—deriving meaning by reasoning or implication from a set of

observations or data.

predicting—^foretelling the probable outcome of activities and actions.

measuring—^using standardized instruments to determine the quantity,

capacity, dimensions, degree, or the like of anything.

compare & contrast—examining two or more items to determine the v^ays in

which they are both similar and different.

critical thinking—^using logical reasoning to resolve problems and issues.

creative thinking—^using intuitive reasoning to resolve problems and issues

and find unusual ways to explore problems and issues.

communicating—sharing ideas, views, thoughts and opinions with others.

interpreting data—explaining the meaning of observations or other data.

estimating—calculating the approximate size, value, or worth of something.

categorizing—creating groupings and defining their properties.

analyzing—separating the parts of a whole and revealing the relationships of

the separate parts to the whole.

synthesizing—consolidating sets of parts and their functions to create an

an integrated whole.

drawing conclusions—summing up discourse and making a reasoned

judgement based on all the available information and
observations.

cooperative skills—^interpersonal actions to achieve successful group efforts

of observation, critical, and creative thinking and problem solving.
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Decision-making skills

formulating operational definitions—clarifying the problem or issue which

requires decision-making and defining as precisely as possible what all of the

factors are that are to be explored.

generating relevant questions—^making lists of questions to be answered that

require gathering information that dearly and strongly tied to the decision

that needs to be made.

gathering verifiable information—gathering information and data that can be

confirmed by several sources.

suggesting potential alternative solutions—generating a variety of possible

solutions to the problem under study.

projecting consequences of each alternative—examining each alternative to

determine what are the probable outcomes to be expected from taking the

proposed action.

choosing among alternatives—examining personal and group values and
using them to make a choice from among the examined alternatives.

acting on choice—moving from making a decision to acting on the decision.

cooperative problem solving—working with others to examine problems and
issues and working with others to implement cooperative choices.
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Using Environmental Literacy Benchmarks
In Curriculum Development

The Role of Environmental Literacy Benchmarks

The environmental literacy benchmarks are a set of tasks that can be

accomplished effectively only if learners have acquired and can use sets of

information, skills, and attitudes. The benchmarks are a curriculum design

and assessment tool, not a curriculum in environmental education. Learners

can gain the knowledge, skills, and attitudes from a variety of education

venues—school, home, community, media, interest groups, churches, and

the like.

Schools and Environmental Literacy

It is assumed that a primary source of the development of environmental

literacy will be the schools, particularly in terms of knowledge and skills.

Schools are the places where the most organized presentation of information

and skill development occurs. There are, however, a number of different

ways of presenting the information.

Curricular Alternatives

Some schools will choose to present this as a distinct course with the primary
objective of increasing understanding of how the natural world functions and
may create courses titled something like "environmental science." Other
schools will see that environmental literacy has components from a broad
spectrum of traditional courses and will try to assure that appropriate

concepts are developed within such courses as history, geography,

mathematics, science, and language arts. Still other schools organize

curriculum aroimd key themes that develop all the basic skills using the

theme as an organizer, indeed, environmental topics are often key organizers

for such programs.

Each of these curriculum structures has its pluses and minuses. Different

students respond positively or negatively to each. It is both the prerogative

and the opportunity for each school system to select the curricular approach
which in their opinion assures that students in that school are provided with

the knowledge and skills to meet the benchmarks appropriate to their grade
levels. The benchmarks are essentially assessment tools to determine ttie

degree of effectiveness of each school to develop and nurture environmental

literacy within its student body.

Benchmarks are designed not to tell learners what to think but to assure that

they have developed the understandings and skills needed to think, feel, and
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act in ways that preserve the integrity of the environment to meet not only

their immediate physical, social and emotional needs but the needs of

generations yet to come. Learners need to be empowered not only to deal with

current human/environment interactions and issues, but to perceive and
head off potential negative environmental issues in the future.

Getting the ]ob Done

Teams of educators from each school need to review their curricula and
determine the best places to insert the kind of information and skill

development that will assure that learners can meet the grade appropriate

benchmarks for the learners they guide. It wall take some experimenting at

each school to assure that their plan is working over several years of effort.

A growing body of instructional materials is available and more is being

developed all the time to help teachers and youth leaders develop and foster

critical environmental knowledge and skills. Each of these materials makes a

contribution to a learner's developing environmental literacy, if the learner

is exposed to them.

Teachers have often had limited exposure to environmental understandings

and critical and creative thinking skills and environmental decision-making

skills in their own educational development These teachers need
involvement in inservice training to give them the basic security to guide
younger learners toward environmental literacy. An increasing number of

environmental agencies and non-profit groups are prepared to offer just this

kind of inservice training. The booklet. Environmental Education in

Massachusetts, lists many of these groups and exciting locations for

environmental education for learners of all ages.

Administrators and school committee members need to formally establish

environmental literacy as one of the major goals of their local educational

system and work with curriculum coordinators and teachers to see that an
effective program is put in place so that graduates at each level are able to

meet the appropriate benchmarks. This involves not only the day-to-day

instructional opportunities but opportunities for older students to apply their

knowledge in productive community service activities in cooperation with
other community agencies and organizations.

The end product of developing environmental literacy is a citizenry properly

informed, properly sensitive to environmental concerns at all levels, and
empowered to take responsible action to assure a healthy environment for

the present and the future. Environmentally literate and responsible citizens

are much more likely to act in ways that prevent ongoing environmental
degradation and reduce the need for overly burdensome governmental
regulation.
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Benchmarks Cross-referenced by Category

Individuals may have specific interests within the development of

environmental literacy and may focus on different aspects of the

development. To make this document more user friendly, the following

listing of benchmarks by category is provided.

• Ecologically related

El, E2, E4, E5, E7, E8, E9, E20, Ml, M2, M4, Mil, SI, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8,

Sll, S12, S13

• Conservation and Waste Management related

E6, E15, E16, E21, E22, E23, E24, M6, M7, M8, M9, M20, M21, M22, M30, S13,

S15, S20

• Social Environment related

EIS, E19, E27, M12, M29, M30, S16, S17, SIS, S21, S22, S23, S34, S25, S26, S27,

S28, S29, S30, S31

• Mind/Body related

M24, S9, S29, S30

• Community Problem-solving related

E25, E26, M19, M23, M25, M27, S12, S14, S15, S16, S17, S26, S27

• Systems related

E3, E5, M3, M15, M17, S7, SIO, S19

• Change related

ElO, E14, M5, MIO, M12, M13, M16, M18, SB

• General Science related

Ell, E12, E13, M14, M28, S9
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